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Abstract
As corporate volunteer programs become an increasingly popular tool to benefit society,
nonprofit organizations must update traditional program structures to address implicit bias and
set positive behavioral expectations to positively engage with under-represented beneficiaries.
Implicit bias has the unfortunate power to outweigh good intentions and can prevent society
from thriving in its diversity. Therefore, corporate volunteer programs harbor the serious risk of
harming the indented beneficiary with unchecked assumptions. This paper explores how
nonprofits can navigate implicit bias within corporate volunteer programs to raise awareness
and ensure positive programmatic experiences and outcomes. Through a literature review,
qualitative expert interviews, and quantitative survey results, five recommendations were
identified. Implications of this research recommend that nonprofit organizations running
corporate volunteer programs keep financial negotiations and processing separate, screen
potential partners to gauge readiness before engaging, customize planning content to meet the
partner where they are, host intentional kickoffs to set expectations, and check for
understanding throughout to strengthen relationships.
Keywords: behavioral expectations, communications, corporate volunteer programs, implicit
bias, nonprofit volunteer managers, relationship building, under-resourced beneficiaries
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Section 1. Introduction
Corporate volunteerism is on the rise. Increasingly, for-profit businesses are motivated
to engage with nonprofits and associated beneficiary populations to make a positive
social impact because there are clear business benefits (See Figure 1 below). Employee
satisfaction and retention increases as a result of corporate volunteer programs because
prosocial motivations to volunteer increase the likelihood that an employee will
perceive their company as bringing good into the world (Shao, 2017 & Rodell, 2017). In
turn, this also helps the company to recruit talented employees within a competitive job
market (Grant, 2012). Additionally, with the rise of the Social Enterprise business model,
more and more companies feel that they have a responsibility to make a positive social
impact and hold themselves to a triple bottom line, people, profits, and planet (Lee,
2019). And from the perspective of nonprofits, corporate volunteerism is valuable
because it can deepen relationships with funders to increase or sustain support, and
because a talented corporate volunteer pool can connect beneficiaries with information
and networks that would be otherwise costly for a nonprofit to provide (Weaver, 2019
& McCallum 2013).
This increase of complex for-profit and nonprofit relationships begs the question, how
can nonprofits manage these relationships to maximize benefits? Alongside all of the
potential benefits to a corporate volunteer program, there exists a great deal of risk as
well (Sterling Staff Volunteers, 2017). Nonprofits need risk management solutions to
prevent or mitigate any issues that could arise when bringing together such a diversity
of people and perspectives. Of course, risk management requires significant staff
capacity and financial commitment; two things that many nonprofits struggle to access
(Benjamin, 2007). A part of this cost comes from the effort to identify which risk
management solutions are the best fit for the circumstances unique to the particular
corporate volunteer program. There are sector-wide knowledge and programming gaps
around how to communicate expectations to corporate volunteers when it comes to
interacting with beneficiaries. Regardless of best intentions, corporate volunteers,
nonprofit staff, and beneficiary populations arrive at volunteer engagements with
varying levels of social, emotional, and cultural intelligence. Therein, participants have
different levels of readiness to positively interact with each other and share
experiences.
Through a review of existing literature and research, expert interviews coded for themes
and trends, an opinion soliciting email survey, and data analysis, this paper will
recommend how nonprofits can navigate implicit bias within corporate volunteer
programs to successfully raise awareness about the harm and set positive behavioral
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expectations. These recommendations will result in empowering nonprofits to
simultaneously address bias while building stronger relationships with corporate
partners by sharing experiences with volunteers and beneficiaries alike.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this paper is to explore how United States nonprofits can communicate
the harm of implicit bias and share positive behavioral expectations with corporate
volunteers before engaging with under-represented beneficiary populations.

Section 2: Literature Review
Without intention, we all hold implicit biases about things that are different from
ourselves when we cannot relate. “Implicit bias refers to the attitudes or stereotypes
that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner. These
biases, which encompass both favorable and unfavorable assessments, are activated
involuntarily and without an individual’s awareness or intentional control” (Kirwan
Institute, 2015). Too often, these biases are unacknowledged. Worse, when left
unrecognized, they can lead to harmful, yet unintentional actions. “Research on implicit
bias suggests that people can act on the basis of prejudice and stereotypes without
intending to do so” (Brownstein, 2019). Implicit biases have the unfortunate power to
outweigh good intentions and can prevent society from thriving in its diversity. Project
Implicit explains how implicit biases contribute to behavior:
The relationship between implicit bias and behavior is larger in some domains
(e.g., implicit political preferences) and smaller in others (e.g., implicit biases
about alcohol & drug use). However, even small effects can be important! Small
effects can build into big differences at both the societal level (across lots of
different people making decisions) and at the individual level (across the many
decisions that one person makes.
Since implicit biases affect our actions, it is essential to raise awareness about the topic
in an attempt to mitigate negative behaviors. This is challenging because implicit bias is
simultaneously ubiquitous and extremely personal.
It is critical to address implicit bias within volunteer programs hosted by nonprofits due
to the significant potential for negative interactions between volunteers and intended
beneficiaries. How can nonprofits raise awareness for this harm, when bias touches
every aspect of daily life and is built upon layers of complicated and unjust history?
From economic policies that give corporate tax cuts to prioritization of certain voices
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over others, bias is woven into our institutions and impacts us constantly (Saul,
2018). To explore how nonprofits can communicate positive behavioral expectations
and raise awareness of the harm of implicit bias with corporate volunteers, this paper
starts with an examination of existing research. Background analysis includes
relationship dynamics between nonprofits and their corporate volunteer partners,
varying levels of readiness for a conversation about implicit bias, common program
structures that involve corporate volunteers and areas where the risk for implicit bias
issues exist therein, values held by beneficiaries in interactions with corporate
volunteers, and the barriers to acknowledging the harm of implicit bias throughout.
Relationship and Readiness
Volunteer programs are built on relationships. Potential volunteers are motivated to get
involved by the relationships that they would like to build, and people stay involved
because of the relationships that they have developed with nonprofit volunteer
managers (NVMs), fellow volunteers, and beneficiaries that their service impacts
(Peterson, 2004). Therefore, successful corporate volunteer programs prioritize
developing a community of volunteers to support each other as well as building trust
with the nonprofit host. A discussion of implicit bias is necessary to foster such strong
and trusting relationships, but unfortunately, these conversations are, at present, a rare
occurrence. Zaretta Hammond from Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain offers
tools to interrupt implicit bias:
The topic of implicit bias is so complex and emotionally messy that it’s tempting
to just want to gloss right over it and jump to culturally responsive lesson
planning and instructional strategies. But an important part of being culturally
responsive is the ability to build trusting relationships with diverse [audiences]
and to validate their experiences.
Hammond highlights how skipping the step of discussing implicit bias and jumping
straight into serving beneficiaries leads to less effective volunteer programming.
Glossing over a discussion of implicit biases counteracts the impulse to volunteer, which
comes from a motivation to make a positive contribution to under-resourced
populations. This impulse can be both altruistic and self-serving, depending on the
services provided and how they are delivered (Olphert, 2015). Corporate volunteers and
beneficiaries often have different life experiences and access to resources. Without
shared experiences, it can be difficult for volunteers to be able to make a positive
impact if harmful assumptions creep in (June, 2018). Implicit bias is something that
everyone both experiences and participates in. Discussing and confronting these
experiences is paramount to building trust. The big risk here is that corporate volunteers
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are likely to enter a situation without having social awareness of implicit bias
and the harm that assumptions can cause without preparation from the nonprofit.
As Hammond explains above, starting the conversation around implicit bias can be
daunting, and therefore, difficult to pinpoint an effective way to begin and frame the
discussion. Grant’s perspective offers guidance here. Grant’s research offers elaboration
and argues that the first volunteer experience is the most important to set the stage for
the entire relationship (Grant, 2012). The first volunteer engagement can confirm or
deny the volunteers’ perceptions about the experience and lay the foundation for what
type of relationship will develop. Where on the scale will the relationship land between
surface level and transformative? From this perspective, NVMs should not hold back
from discussing the reality of implicit bias right off the bat (Liu, 2018). If the expectation
from day one is to act with reflective self-awareness and to approach others without
assumption, then there is reduced risk for harmful interactions between volunteers and
beneficiaries (Take 10 International Volunteering, 2019). This is particularly true for onetime volunteer events which tend to be most common within corporate volunteer
programs since they’re perceived to require less staff time and organizational capacity
(Benjamin, 2007). Many corporate volunteer programs are events-based, with only one
interaction between volunteers and beneficiaries, and therefore, only one chance to
make a positive impact (Samuel, 2016). That program model underscores the
importance of NVMs discussing implicit bias with corporate volunteers from the
beginning of the volunteer relationship because corporate volunteers only have one
chance to make a positive or negative impact on the intended under-represented
beneficiary population.
The EveryONE Project describes the important role that the facilitator plays in making
sure conversations about implicit bias are both thoroughly understood and perceived in
a positive light. NVMs need to approach the topic of implicit bias with a great deal of
social, emotional, and cultural intelligence to be able to meet the volunteers where they
are and begin the conversation from there (The EveryONE Project, 2019). Since every
company has its own culture and set of norms, some corporate volunteer groups will be
expecting a conversation around behavioral expectations before a volunteer event,
whereas others could be hearing these ideas for the first time (Shao, 2017). A common
example of this is if a corporate volunteer perceives them self to be an expert who is
volunteering to share their skills, they could take no interest in additional preparation,
thinking that they already have the needed skills to make an impact. Volunteer
Managers need to be able to connect with all different types of volunteer personalities
to communicate the same information in different ways that resonate with the
individual volunteer. It requires an NVM who has strong listening skills and empathic
abilities (Manders, 2014). Knowing how important appropriate communication of this
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topic is, NVMs are left asking what tools they can best use to help corporate
volunteers access internal awareness and use an equity lens for their interactions with
under-represented beneficiaries and beyond?
To dive deeper into understanding the different levels of readiness a corporate
volunteer may have, we will consider where motivations to engage in nonprofit-hosted
corporate volunteer programs tend to develop from. Corporate volunteer programs are
most commonly launched by one of two groups. The first is a top-down corporate
volunteer program that is driven by management and leadership to connect their
employees to community service and reap the business benefits of employee retention
and improved public perception of the organization as a result of their public service
(Gatignon-Turnau, 2015). The second condition is a bottom-up corporate volunteer
program organized by a group of like-minded employees who share a desire to get
involved in community service.
The group will then receive approval, and sometimes funding and/or paid time off, from
management to do so (Rodell, 2017). These two different launch points hold
corresponding trends in readiness to have sensitive conversations around implicit bias
and behavioral expectations. Top-down corporate volunteer programs tend to offer less
experienced and less passionate volunteers because they are often “voluntold” to
participate (Peterson, 2004). These groups require significantly more expectation setting
and framing ahead of volunteering with beneficiaries to make it a positive experience
for all involved because the companies are less likely to have discussions about implicit
bias embedded into their cultures (Caligiuri, 2019). On the flip side, bottom-up
corporate volunteer programs tend to have greater background knowledge about the
societal inequality they are organizing around because they were brought together by a
shared value, passion, and/or identity. Due to this like-minded purpose, these groups
tend to be ready for a sensitive and intense conversation, like implicit bias (Bennett,
2016). With higher awareness of social inequities comes a readiness to learn and
empathize.
A prime example of bottom-up corporate volunteer programs is partnering with
Employee Resource Groups (ERGs). ERGs can be defined as “employee-led groups
formed around common interests, issues and/or a common bond or background” (MIT,
n.d.). Example interest catalysts include banding together around shared race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, or veteran status. Often, these groups are motivated to volunteer
together as a team-building activity, or as a part of their group’s purpose. Their
collective size helps them to move swiftly forward with service opportunities since they
are organized around a shared mission. Cassandra Bennett from YourCause explains she
values ERGs:
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We believe that diversity of backgrounds and perspectives helps us
better understand and represent the markets that we serve. ERGs allow our
associates to engage with each other internally while connecting externally to
make a social impact in the communities where we live and work.
ERG members are more likely to already understand how representation matters, value
diversity, and feel ready to discuss implicit bias than a disparate group of employees
who were “voluntold” to serve.
However, an important disagreement exists around whether it is ethical for
corporations to rely on ERGs for community service and reap the business benefits.
“Programs like these are valuable - perhaps even critical - to creating a positive
environment and diversifying corporations, but it's a mistake to overlook the cost of
asking underrepresented minority groups to voluntarily run them” (Spitzer,
n.d.). Spitzer highlights an important consideration that under-represented corporate
employees are often asked to do significantly more work than their well-represented
counterparts. For example, employees of color working in a majority-white environment
can be asked to represent the company’s diversity and then be expected to volunteer as
well. In this situation, their capacity is overtaxed in an inequitable way which could lead
to burn-out or lower job performance due to exceptional expectations. Are ERGs truly
voluntary or is there an element of unfair pressure that asks underrepresented
employees to do extra work for free?
Common Program Structures and Risk for Implicit Bias
To discuss implicit bias with corporate volunteers, one must identify opportunities to
have the conversation as well as learn tools and methods to facilitate the conversation.
This is a tall order both because the topic is so sensitive and because there are unique
circumstances and dynamics at play with each, individual corporate volunteer partner
and service event. Research shows that there are two main types of corporate volunteer
program structures that engage with beneficiaries directly (See Table 1 and Figure 1
below). Noticeably, there are assumptions throughout both program structures that
corporate volunteers are skilled and ready to share information and space with
beneficiaries without any significant training or preparation (Olphert, 2015). For
example, the assumption is not that the corporate partner may not have the right
attitude to learn nor that they have knowledge gaps and need to learn more in order to
be a successful volunteer.
The first type of corporate volunteer program to review is also the most common: a
one-time-only event (Benjamin, 2007). This type of event is called many different
names, including, “All-Hands” and “Service Day”, and there are two primary
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subcategories of these one-time events. The first subcategory is an event to
transform a physical space (Abbvie, 2017). Herein, employees work together to beautify
a shared community space such as a school or park. In some cases, employees can
volunteer alongside the people who will benefit from the results. The second
subcategory of one-time corporate volunteer events is an informational presentation or
training session with beneficiaries to share helpful information such as financial literacy
or a guest teacher in public school (Benjamin, 2007). Corporate volunteers rarely receive
a great deal of preparation since employers rely on their expectation of existing
expertise to enable the programming while expending limited company resources. The
intention with a one-time event is to make a big impact in a very short amount of time
and volunteer preparation would add time and take away from this idealistic intention.
This expeditious situation is desired by corporate volunteer groups to experience the
benefits of volunteering without losing too much staff time in the process.
One-time events often “directly tie into the organization’s overall mission and culture”
(Doyle, 2019). This alignment, in combination with the brevity of the volunteer event,
can create the assumption that preparation is not necessary. There is an emphasis on
the idea of “turnkey” events. This concept is where the nonprofit host and an individual
or small group from the corporation work together to set up all event logistics. Then
when the majority of the volunteers arrive, they can simply “turn the key” and unlock
the door to a high-quality, impactful event immediately upon arrival. A great deal of
work goes into preparing for a volunteer event, including, volunteer recruitment,
building buy-in, scheduling, ordering supplies, communicating the right type of clothing
to wear, etc. However, a discussion of behavioral expectations is noticeably absent from
this list. This is troubling because without discussing the reality of the rampant
inequities that exist within capitalist structures, under-represented beneficiaries are at a
high risk of experiencing assumptions and harmful interactions from the corporate
volunteers (Pancer, 2002). This risk cannot go ignored, so we will review opportunities
for nonprofits to host conversations about implicit bias and behavioral expectations
with corporate volunteers.
To begin one-time volunteer events, corporate groups will most often have opening and
closing huddles or circles to go over instructions and appreciations (Abbvie, 2017). This
moment could be an opportunity for nonprofit managers to discuss behavioral
expectations with corporate volunteers, although no mention of this structure was
found in the existing literature. A series of questions erupt from one-time corporate
volunteer program structures regarding how the corporate volunteers are prepared and
expected to engage with under-represented beneficiary populations. Are one-time
corporate volunteer events ethical if convenience is prioritized over social impact?
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The second most common type of corporate volunteer program structure is
that which hosts multiple events. This program structure is known as “ongoing” or
“series” volunteering. In ongoing corporate volunteer programs, nonprofits and
corporate partners build a relationship to host multiple events to benefit the nonprofit’s
clients over time (Doyle, 2019). As previously discussed, many corporations are eager to
leverage their employees’ expertise to make a positive social impact. We can look to a
case study of Deloitte from Corporate Volunteering Success Stories to illustrate this
idea:
Employees at Deloitte strongly believe in skill-based volunteering, and they
target their efforts in local nonprofits. By mentoring nonprofit leaders in local
organizations, such as the Center for Nonprofit Management of Southern
California or Youth I.N.C, Deloitte volunteers can confer their intellectual capital
in workshops centered around Strategic Planning, Team Management, Project
Management, and Office Greening, among other.
From the Deloitte example, it is clear that volunteers are motivated to “pay it forward”
and share their skills with people who have not had access to the same resources or
educational opportunities as them, and at the same time, it is clear that Deloitte
believes that its employee volunteers already have the skills necessary to give back
without additional training. It is implied that corporate skills will seamlessly transfer into
the nonprofit sector.
Within the realm of ongoing corporate volunteer program structures, research reveals
two primary subcategories. The first is an event series. This is where a corporate
volunteer group teams-up with a nonprofit partner to deliver information over a series
of visits (Pancer, 2002). The primary example here would be workshops on topics such
as job skills, coding, financial management, career exploration, and more. Corporate
volunteers receive significantly more preparation to deliver a workshop series as
compared to one-time events because they need to review the more in-depth material
they are delivering over the series of weeks. At this time, the volunteers commonly
learn about the population they are presenting to (AboutJA, n.d.). Corporations want to
offer these workshops to beneficiary populations who will find the information relevant.
Sometimes, this can feel like boiling people down to over-simplified demographics.
Therein, event series are risky because there exists a significant opportunity for bias to
set in. If a volunteer learns about the struggles that a beneficiary may face or about the
resources that a beneficiary does not have access to, they could make assumptions
about what that experience could be like and this could affect their behavior. How is the
information about the beneficiary population framed for the corporate volunteers?
Who delivers the information and who has the power to create the content? This
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circumstance has the potential to be particularly harmful because the volunteer
engages more often and more deeply with the beneficiaries.
The second subcategory for ongoing corporate volunteering is consistent mentorship
between beneficiaries and corporate volunteers. This situation is the least common
because it is the most time consuming, and also requires the most rigorous amount of
onboarding steps which corporations are rarely willing to donate this higher volume of
time and resources (Scott, 2017). Common examples of ongoing and consistent
corporate volunteer engagements include tutoring students in a particular subject area,
mentorship around various life events, or becoming a court-appointed special advocate
(CASA) for children in the foster care system. The nonprofit Reading Partners offers a
poignant example from their blog from 2014:
City National’s “Reading is the Way Up” program, awards employees three hours
each month designated for literacy-related volunteering and an additional 3
hours for financial-literacy related volunteering. Currently, eight City National
employees are volunteering at Carthay Elementary. These volunteers have been
a vital resource to students in need of additional literacy support and to Reading
Partners in building a strong program in the inaugural year.
Herein, volunteer onboarding commonly includes an application process and dedicated
volunteer orientation and/or training session so that volunteers have the tools and
content necessary to make a positive and ongoing impact. Often, onboarding can even
include health and safety checks to ensure that the volunteers are qualified to partner
with beneficiaries such as live scan fingerprinting, Tuberculosis clearance, and liability
waivers (Hireright, 2013).
It is challenging to identify what conversations may take place regarding implicit bias
during these orientation and training sessions because they are hosted by thousands of
different nonprofits, and largely, studies on this subject have not yet been completed
(B:CIVIC, n.d.). Similar to the workshop series subcategory of the ongoing partnership
model of corporate volunteer engagement, there exists a double-edged sword here
because there is an equal opportunity for both harmful actions or powerfully impactful
actions depending upon the volunteer’s ability to behave with empathy, with an equitymindset, and without assumption.
The table below offers an interpretive overview of the two program structures, their
subcategories, and the intensity of volunteer preparation or onboarding. Low touch
refers to brief, surface-level interactions with beneficiaries as well as brief and minimal
preparation for volunteers. Medium touch refers to a deeper level of connection
between beneficiaries and volunteers and more intentional preparation for
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volunteering. High touch refers to an ongoing and meaningful connection
between beneficiaries and volunteers with a significant amount of training for
volunteers before they begin their service.
Table 1. Corporate Volunteer Program Overview with Level of Preparation
KEY: Low touch | Medium touch | High touch
Program
Type

One-time
only

Ongoing
Partnership

Sub
Category

↗

Physical
Transformation

↘ Information
Presentation

↗

Workshop Series

↘ Frequent
Mentorship

Common Volunteer
Preparation Overview
- Opening circle for
logistics and statistics

Common Level of
Interaction with
Nonprofit Host
Low touch

- Content
preparation/review
- Awareness of audience
background

Medium touch

- Content
preparation/review
- Awareness of audience
background

Medium touch

- Orientation and training
sessions

High touch

Figure 1 below offers an overview of corporate volunteer programs from the
perspective of the corporation. It highlights the benefits to business that these
programs offer, such as increased employee satisfaction and retention, as well as
improved public perspective, and therein, sales. This figure also demonstrates the
glaring omission of volunteer preparation and the assumption that employees arrive
with the tools and skills needed to make a positive impact. It also takes the tone that
corporations do things “for” beneficiaries as opposed to “with” them. This take is
important to review as the current status quo of corporate-dominant employee
volunteer programs which this research aims to update.
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Figure 1. Community Involvement: A Road Map to Deliver Value to
Business and Society

Source: Olphert, C. (2015, November 16). How does community involvement benefit the
business? Retrieved from https://ccc.bc.edu/content/ccc/blog-home/2015/11/howdoes-community-involvement-benefit-the-business.html
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What Do Beneficiaries Value?
We cannot identify ways to counteract implicit bias among corporate volunteers
without exploring what beneficiaries value about these interactions. When Volunteer
Managers set expectations for corporate volunteers that are in line with what a
beneficiary is looking for, there will be attitudinal alignment between volunteers and
beneficiaries and this reduces the risk of harmful interactions (Mulder, 2015). When
participants are on the same page, they are less likely to make hurtful assumptions
about each other based on bias. To identify beneficiary values and expectations for
volunteer engagement, it is essential to partner with them around program design as
opposed to making decisions for beneficiaries without their input. Authors Samuel and
Roza argue that beneficiaries should be involved in the design of the volunteer program
in order for it to be a valuable experience for them (Samuel, 2016). It is essential to
remember that beneficiaries are the experts of their own experience, and therefore, are
in the best position to identify the interactions that would positively impact their
outcomes (Stanley, 2019). Upholding beneficiary agency is paramount to creating a
positive volunteer engagement. Therein, it is critical to research what beneficiaries value
most about interactions with corporate volunteers to inform training practices around
implicit bias.
Predominantly, beneficiaries value interacting with corporate volunteers as a way to
expand their personal networks and knowledge about opportunities available to them
(Samuel, 2016). For example, beneficiaries can learn more about their options for
education or career from hearing the stories of the corporate volunteers’ background
and life paths (Samuel, 2016). Due to their career achievements and experiences,
corporate volunteers are in a great position to demystify life opportunities for
beneficiaries. Corporate volunteers can also offer empowering information about how
to navigate complex, capitalist systems to one’s benefit, tips on the soft skills that
employers are looking for, and how to translate existing skill-sets into marketable
employment positions (Mulder, 2016). There are so many different resources and
opportunities out there, and volunteers can play a big role in helping under-represented
beneficiaries to access opportunities available to them. Without knowledge of its
existence, the door remains closed. Samuel and Roza share an example of how Human
Services Organizations (HSOs) struggle to utilize volunteers to support their clients:
As indicated by detailed ethnographic studies, however, HSO beneficiaries
sometimes express less appreciation for the involvement of volunteers than they
do for the work of staff members. Other studies have analyzed the difficulties
experienced by HSOs (or more specifically, their beneficiaries) when working
with volunteers (either corporate or regular) who are unqualified, unmotivated,
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or both. In general, the role of beneficiaries in HSOs seems to pose a
challenge. HSO beneficiaries are to a certain extent (either mildly or strongly)
dependent on the HSO. In this imbalanced relationship, they may be patronized
in many aspects and for many different reasons. For example, beneficiaries are
rarely involved in the decision-making processes of the HSOs that serve them.
The diverse life worlds of beneficiaries in addition to their particularities adds on
the difficulty to find a best solution for cross-sector partnerships.
Beyond this, beneficiaries also reported poor experiences when a volunteer was not
able to articulate information in a relatable way (Samuel, 2016). Beneficiaries in this
same study by Samuel and Roza reported feeling disrespected when volunteers were
not able to translate their experiences to share information relevant to the beneficiary.
For example, if a corporate volunteer uses acronyms or sector-specific vocabulary,
beneficiaries may not be able to relate or understand the conversation and this could
lead to them feeling talked down to, or, becoming disinterested in the content.
Another example of this would be corporate volunteers sharing unrelatable stories
about their career paths. If a corporate volunteer had financial support from family to
pay for educational expenses, beneficiaries may not share this experience and find no
value in the shared story. This demonstrates a lack of empathy and listening ability by
the volunteer as well as the importance of developing those skills. The study also
reported that beneficiaries value one-time events significantly lower than ongoing
volunteer relationships. With a one-time event, there is rarely infrastructure to build
more meaningful connections. This elevates an important question: is it ethical to host
one-time volunteer events just because it is conducive to a corporate schedule when
beneficiaries do not find value in the experience? Table 2, below, offers a clear
categorization of what benefits and deters a positive experience between beneficiaries
and corporate volunteers.
Table 2. List of Valuable and Detrimental
Beneficiary Engagements with Corporate Volunteers
Category

Types of Engagement

Values

- Expanding personal networks
- Accessing opportunities through expanded knowledge
- Expanding skill-sets through ongoing mentorship

Detriments - Unrelatable/irrelevant content
- One-time events that do not impact a true want
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An added layer of complication here is that, of course, beneficiaries experience their
own biases as well. This begs the question, what is the role of a volunteer manager to
mitigate biases that the beneficiary population may harbor towards the volunteer
group, if any? Beneficiaries are also prepared to engage with a volunteer group in a
myriad of different ways depending on a combination of the unique circumstances and
program models. This paper does not research how beneficiaries are prepared to
engage with corporate volunteers. Rather, it asks the question of whether or not it’s
appropriate for corporate partners to be prepared for their engagement alongside
beneficiaries as a shared experience, or whether experts find it more effective to host
preparative and sensitive conversations with corporate volunteers at a separate and
dedicated moment and space.
Barriers to Conversations on Bias
With so much risk of harming the intended beneficiary populations within corporate
volunteer programs, why hasn’t a discussion of behavioral expectations and raising
awareness for implicit become commonplace in these partnerships? Research points to
three significant barriers facing nonprofits to be able to host sensitive conversations
with corporate volunteers around implicit bias: power dynamics, a present-day culture
shift, and capacity issues.
First, there is an important power dynamic between nonprofit and for-profit
organizations to recognize. Socially, for-profit corporations hold power over nonprofit
organizations because nonprofits are often dependent upon corporations for funding.
The nonprofit industrial complex was set up to serve the for-profit industry with tax
breaks and the other business benefits discussed previously such as public perception
and staff satisfaction (Weaver, 2019). This means that, often, motivations to partner
together come from the financial opportunities of the partnership over the social
benefit offered by the nonprofit host. For example, “attributes of public relations
motives undermine the positive effects of company support for employee volunteering
on corporate volunteers’ perceptions of company prosocial identity, and subsequently,
on corporate volunteers’ affective company commitment” (Gatignon-Turnau, 2015).
This argument reinforces the idea that corporate and nonprofit volunteer partnerships
tend to be one-time events because that benefits the corporation over the nonprofit,
and that corporate business benefits outweigh the importance of service.
Nonprofits often use volunteering as a factor in relationship building to secure or
maintain funding to enable programs and operations. When finances come into the
conversation, the relationship can feel more transactional rather than transformational.
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Often, corporations make a donation in exchange for the nonprofit’s staff time
to coordinate a volunteer event (Doyle, 2019). To settle on a dollar amount, negotiation
can take place, and this brings a new power dynamic into the relationship. Nonprofits
feel pressured to conform to a corporation's preferences if dollars trade hands. This
creates tension between the nonprofit’s expectations versus the corporation’s
expectations (Weaver, 2019).
Of course, nonprofits want to make their corporate partners feel comfortable,
appreciated, and impactful, and the way to do this can vary significantly when each
company has its own corporate culture (Equity in the Center, n.d.). For instance, there is
a scale from formal to casual, or, from written to verbal, or, individual to group
mentalities. Volunteer Managers need to be able to read the room and adjust
accordingly to meet people where they are. Although a discussion of implicit bias could
be seen as an effective way to achieve these things as an important part of relationship
building, this is not within current best-practices and so the conversation does not take
place as it should.
A common stereotype of nonprofits as unprofessional also plays into the power dynamic
between corporations and nonprofits that serves as a barrier to conversations about
implicit bias (Myths About Nonprofits, 2019). This idea has been around for a long time,
where it is assumed that nonprofits are unprofessional organizations because they do
not have the budget for high-quality staff or innovative operations. The social
expectation is that the corporations are professional experts and the nonprofits run
below-average programming and this dynamic limits what many nonprofits feel
comfortable raising with corporate volunteer counterparts. Within the context of a
corporate volunteer program, this means that there is tension within program design.
The corporation may want to influence program-design if they believe that the
nonprofit is inexperienced and incapable to design an effective and impactful volunteer
program in partnership with beneficiaries.
Second, we are in the midst of a cultural shift where sensitive conversations around
inequities experienced by people for reasons of race, class, and/or identity are starting
to become more expected (Bridges, 2020). But since these important conversations are
newer, many nonprofit employees do not have the experience, language, or training to
successfully communicate these ideas at all, let alone to a group of corporate
volunteers. However, Nathanial Smith, founder of Partnerships for Southern Equity,
explains that "we have to be a lot more courageous about leading with our language
and leading with our words. If we want to see a new world, we have to be willing to
speak it into existence — and talk about what we don’t want to see in this world"
(Wallace, 2019). Nonprofits have both an opportunity as well as a responsibility to be a
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part of making diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) work real. Too often, DEI
conversations or training are experienced and never discussed again (Thornell-Sandifor,
2020). The nonprofit community is still exploring ways to integrate DEI into workflows.
Since implicit bias training is about meeting people where they are, there is no cookiecutter tool to use for a volunteer orientation to the topic and there is a myriad of
different tools available to choose from (Staats, 2016). And since many companies
interested in volunteering have already experienced training around implicit bias,
diversity, equity, and inclusion as a part of our cultural shift towards acknowledging the
importance of this topic, each corporate partner will have a different background and
familiarity with the topic. Alongside this trend of increased participation in equity-focus
training, there comes a good deal of skepticism around their effectiveness (Gassam,
2018). Notably, many companies struggle to measure the effectiveness of the training
experience and can be accused of going through the experience without achieving any
lasting social impact to their organizations (Holzman, 2019). “Information on its own
does not change attitudes and behavior” and implementation requires ongoing
activities that are woven into workflow (Jarvis, 2020). Janice Gassam outlines the
importance of implementation:
When unconscious bias training is implemented, it is imperative to have
measures in place to assess incremental changes and progress. How will you
then learn whether the training was successful if you don’t know what point you
started at? Data should be collected at several stages of the training
intervention, which can ensure the effectiveness of the training.
Similarly, to corporate training experiences, nonprofits would also struggle to effectively
measure the effectiveness of implicit bias conversations with corporate volunteers.
NVMs need to identify if corporate volunteers are receiving and understanding the
messaging and envision what successful conversations look like for their organization’s
volunteer programming.
Third and finally, capacity is a barrier to any work that nonprofits aim to do. Often,
under-resourced people are served by under-resourced organizations, and therein exists
innumerable ethical questions around what to prioritize (Greco, 2020). With limited
staff and resources available, who is the best person to have a conversation about
implicit bias with corporate volunteers and how can that person access the skills to have
a sensitive yet successful conversation where they are understood, and the experience
is perceived as positive by the corporate volunteer?
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Although implicit bias is a daunting topic to broach with corporate volunteers
due to the size and scale as well as the sensitivity of the concept, this literature review
has highlighted how NVMs can frame the concept into more manageable pieces.
• By assessing the existing relationship with and readiness of a corporate partner
before engaging in any volunteer activities, NVMs would be able to customize
conversations around implicit bias to fit the corporation’s needs.
• By identifying risk within volunteer program structures, NVM can identify
opportunities to insert conversations about implicit bias with corporate
volunteers.
• By prioritizing what beneficiaries value about interactions with corporate
volunteers, NVMs can design programs to elevate awareness for this among
corporate volunteers.
• By acknowledging power dynamics, culture shifts, and stressed capacities among
nonprofit staff, NVMs can set realistic expectations that are a fit for their unique
situation.
Throughout these influential findings, there are glaring gaps as well. This researcher was
not able to identify quantitative studies that measured perceptions on either the
nonprofit or corporate side about interactions with under-represented beneficiary
populations. There was very little research available that examined this group as a trio
with all voices heard: beneficiary, corporate volunteer, and nonprofit volunteer
manager. Although there is a great deal of research around the business benefits to
corporate volunteering and the importance of raising awareness around the harm that
implicit bias can cause, rarely were those two concepts studied in relation to each other.
Therefore, this research will interview select experts and survey a larger swath of the
nonprofit community to research the following questions.
Research Questions
After reviewing existing literature around corporate volunteers and implicit bias, the
following priority questions emerged. These questions guide the subsequent research.
1. What are the existing and aspirational strategies or techniques that nonprofits
use to communicate the harm of implicit bias to corporate volunteers?
2. What attitudinal or relational elements do nonprofit volunteer managers identify
as the major contributing factors to a successful conversation about implicit bias
with corporate volunteers?
o How can nonprofit volunteer managers ensure that their messages
around implicit bias and behavioral expectations are both heard and wellreceived?
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Section 3: Methods and Approaches
To explore these questions, the author used a mixed-methods approach with one
qualitative and one quantitative method. This allowed for the questions to be
considered from multiple angles to build confidence in results thanks to a diversity of
perspectives. For the qualitative method, five experts from the nonprofit sector were
interviewed about their experiences working with corporate volunteers and how they
broach the topic of behavioral expectations and implicit bias awareness. Conversations
were coded to identify themes and trends among responses. For the quantitative
method, a survey was deployed to nonprofit employees who fit the criteria enumerated
in the following section to rate to what degree they agree with statements and
conversation elements surrounding the experience of discussing implicit bias with
corporate volunteers. Results were analyzed to identify statistical significance and group
averages to learn about how the majority perceive the experience.
Qualitative Research Project Methods
Design of the measurement protocol and sampling. To explore these research
questions, five experts were consulted via virtual, one-on-one video interviews. The
target audience for interviews was nonprofit employees with extensive experience
coordinating corporate volunteers to engage directly with under-represented
beneficiary populations. Interviewees were encouraged to think creatively and share
experiences openly to shed light on the ways U.S. nonprofits can communicate the harm
of implicit bias and share positive behavioral expectations with corporate volunteers
before engaging with under-represented beneficiary populations. Interviews were
conducted in February and March of 2020 before the COVID-19 pandemic changed
everything.
Question creation process. To solicit interviewee opinions around the research
questions, nine open-ended interview questions were selected. Four questions
pertained to Research Question 1, four questions explored Research Question 2, and the
first question was intended to frame the interviewees’ perspective and therefore
advanced both Research Questions. Appendix A lists the interview questions and which
research question they intend to analyze. Purposefully, multiple questions were asked
about the same research question in different ways to observe whether the interviewee
had consistency in their responses (EDUCBA, 2019). Simultaneously, this strategy can
highlight gaps in interviewee knowledge or uncertainty within their answers. For
example, interview questions 3 and 4 both ask about setting expectations for corporate
volunteers from different angles to answer Research Question 1, “what existing
strategies and techniques that nonprofits use to communicate the harm of implicit bias
to corporate volunteers?” (See Appendix A). Depending on how interviewees respond,
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this will reveal whether their organization already incorporates implicit bias
awareness when engaging corporate volunteers or if that content is more aspirational,
for example. Finally, the interview questions were designed with the audience’s
experience in mind. Interview questions were designed after the interviewee selection
criteria were implemented to ensure that questions were relatable and relevant to the
experts and maximize the impact of their shared ideas.
Sampling. To identify interviewees, a purposive sample was used. Experts were
identified based on the following characteristics as well as their availability and
amenability to the invitation. Interviewees were required to have expertise in managing
corporate volunteer programs for at least five years, work at nonprofits with a social
mission that provides direct service to under-represented beneficiary populations and
have expressed interest and knowledge around raising awareness. To source
interviewees, fitting candidates were identified through LinkedIn and Google searches.
Candidates were selected with an attempt to collect a diversity of perspectives and
experiences. Diversity was a priority to elevate the accuracy of results by identifying
through lines among differences. To that end, candidate selection weighed group size,
location, and services-provided to hear from a range.
Coding protocol. To code expert interviews, transcripts were thoroughly
reviewed multiple times after the live interviews took place. The author noted points
made by the interviewees that stood out when compared to the research questions.
Next, the author labeled categories that appeared across interviews and identified
concepts within each category - these are the codes. These coded areas were identified
as either surprising, repetitious, prioritized by the interviewee, or reiterated an idea
from the literature review. Next, the author counted how many times each concept was
mentioned by all interviewees total and then totaled the number of mentions per
category (See Table 3).
Qualitative limitations. Due to human error, inconsistencies could have taken
place between interviewees. For instance, it is possible that question phrasing or tone
could have varied between interviews, or, that interviewees could have interpreted
questions with slight variance between each other based on personal experiences. The
circumstances surrounding the date and time of the interview were not controlled for.
Although interviewees selected the day and time, they could have had busy or
unexpected moments come up throughout the day, which could have, in turn, impacted
the tone or quality of their input. Additionally, the stress of the impending global
pandemic (COVID-19), could have also impacted the quality of interviews if interviewees
were distracted by the forthcoming crisis.
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Table 3. Expert Interviewees, Purview, and Schedule

Felix Flores

Jessica
Chang
Greenman

Title

Executive
Director

Org. Name

Employees

Lisa Joyslin

Joey Guerin

Soo H. Kim

Philanthropy
Officer

Inclusive
Volunteerism
Program
Manager

Director,
Community &
Volunteer
Relations

Manager of
Corporate &
Volunteer
Engagement

iMentor

On Lok, Inc.

Minnesota
Association for
Volunteer
Admin.

Hands on Bay
Area

Swords to
Plowshares

100+

1,000+

5

32

12

Location

Seminational

Bay Area, CA

Minnesota,
Statewide

Bay Area, CA

Bay Area, CA

Services

College
Persistence
Mentorship

Elder Care:
Community
and Meals

Nonprofit
Professional
Development

Environment
Beautification

Veteran
Housing and
Hiring
Support

Date

March 2nd,
2020

March 11th,
2020

February 26th,
2020

March 6th,
2020

March 5th,
2020

B

C

D

E

F

Appendix

Quantitative Research Project Methods
Design of the measurement protocol. This research also conducted a survey via
email to collect a wider diversity of perspectives as well as numerical data on the
relationship between corporate volunteers and implicit bias awareness to identify
numerical trends and relationships therein (See Appendix G). The target audience to fill
out the survey was a bit wider than the expert criteria from the qualitative research
project. The survey’s target audience was any nonprofit employee who interacts with
corporate employee volunteers, prioritizing, volunteer coordinators, development team
staff, educators, and leadership.
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The survey participation invitation was sent to 63 individual email addresses
as well as posted on LinkedIn to be shared publicly and accrue more responses (See
Appendix H). The 63 individuals who received the email were also encouraged to
forward the survey to their personal networks. Since social media and forwarding were
involved, it was important to carefully scrutinize responses who marked “other” in the
job category before weighing them in the results to make sure that they were a fit for
the target audience.
The survey was deployed on March 12th, 2020, and responses were accepted until April
2nd, 2020. This means that most respondents took the survey at the time when the
COVID-19 pandemic was swiftly spreading and there was still so much unknown. The
stress of the pandemic likely affected results, but this was not factored into results
because the research topic surrounds in-person social interactions. The survey was
intentionally sent after all of the expert interviews took place so that the expert’s
perspective could influence the questions creation process to add or subtract weights to
their statements.
Question Creation Process. The survey begins with three demographic questions
to be able to identify possible trends among job title, gender, or race (See Appendix G).
The majority of the survey is closed-ended Likert scale questions, weighing the
responder’s opinions on a scale of 1 - 5. The motivation to prioritize Likert scale data
was that closed-ended questions yield “greater specificity and consistency [...] that
allows one to generalize results that can be reported across respondents. In addition,
the use of closed-ended choices allows for a timelier and more systematic analysis of
data collected” (Colosi, 2006).
Question 4 asks the responder to rate to what degree they agree with 10 statements,
labeled A - J. These statements expand upon Research Question 2: “What attitudinal or
relational elements do NVMs identify as the major contributing factors to a successful
conversation about implicit bias with corporate volunteers? How can NVMs ensure that
their messages around implicit bias and behavioral expectations are both heard and
well-received?” The statements that survey respondents weighed were heavily
influenced by both the literature review and the expert interviews. In Appendix G, the
column labeled “Source” pairs which expert interviewee most heavily influenced the
statement.
Finally, Question 5 asks the responder to rate the importance of the different elements
in facilitating conversations with corporate volunteers around implicit bias and
behavioral expectations, particularly, as they contribute to a positive experience that
strengthens relationships. This question is a hybrid between Research Question 1 or 2,
but primarily explores Research Question 1, “What are the existing and aspirational
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strategies and techniques that nonprofits use to communicate the harm of
implicit bias to corporate volunteers? What tools do nonprofits offer to corporate
volunteers to behave without implicit bias?” The “source” column in Appendix G also
shows which expert interviewee suggested which contributing
strategy/technique/element.
Sampling. The survey used a non-probability convenience sample to elicit 34
responses. The convenience sample criteria employed were nonprofit employees who
engage with corporate volunteers. Candidates were selected based on research from
LinkedIn (a public, business networking website), word of mouth, and the author’s
personal relationships. The survey was sent to individuals in 14 different states, with the
majority of recipients in California (approximately 50%). Recipients were encouraged to
forward the survey to members of their networks who also fit the quota criteria. There
were 63 intentional email invitations sent to qualifying candidates which elicited 34
responses total. The email encouraged participants to post the survey on their social
media or to forward to members of their network who also fulfilled the criteria. A full
list of the 63 email recipients is available in Appendix H.
Data organization. To create and disseminate the survey, the author used
FormAssembly. FormAssembly is a survey building online program that offers external
public access to take the survey and integrates with Google Sheets (a free, cloud-based
spreadsheet). Survey responses were automatically populated into Google Sheets and
then assessed by a software entitled Jamovi. This software runs statistical analyses to
compare relationships within the data. Data was assessed to find the overall mean
response for each question. Additionally, the author ran t-tests to compare whether
self-reported job titles or race/ethnicities affected the likelihood that they would
respond in a certain way. “A t-test is a type of inferential statistic used to determine if
there is a significant difference between the means of two groups, which may be related
to certain features. The t-test is one of many tests used for the purpose of hypothesis
testing in statistics” (Kenton, 2020). Only relationship comparisons with a p-value of
<0.050 are statistically significant and represent a meaningful comparison.
Quantitative limitations. To be able to measure and identify statistical
significance, the recommended minimum number of survey respondents is 50 (Waters,
2020). However, this research was able to solicit 34 responses. Therefore, any identified
statistical significance must be taken with a grain of salt. Statistical significance cannot
be confirmed since the sample size was not large enough. So, although any identified
significance can still be influential to a certain extent, it cannot be proven.
Additionally, when comparing perspectives of respondents of color and white
respondents, these groups were lumped together without consideration of any
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additional elements of identity. Within the “respondents of color” category,
six different race/ethnicity groups were joined together for the comparison, and this
could misrepresent the respondents’ identities unfairly.

Section 4. Data Results and Analysis
Qualitative Results
Throughout the five expert interviews conducted, the following categories and concepts
within were identified. Table 4 below lists the number of times each concept and
category were mentioned across the experts to identify trends across interviewees.
Table 4. Emergent Categories, Concepts, and Recommendations
from Expert Interviews
Key: Category 1 | Category 2 | Category 3 | Category 4
Category

Description

1

Existing strategies, techniques, and tools nonprofits use to
communicate the harm of implicit bias to corporate volunteers

2

Key content to communicate to corporate volunteers before
engaging with under-represented beneficiaries

3

Attitudes and relationships that nonprofits ID as contributing factors
to successful conversations about implicit bias with

4

Ways to check for understanding that the corporate volunteers
received the information on implicit bias

Concept
Volunteer
Screening

Interviewee Recommendation

Mentions

•

Screen individual employees

1

•

Confirm mission alignment between corporation
& nonprofit

2

•

Confirm that corporation is able to fulfill time
commitment and a community-identified need

3

•

Ask corporation about existing values/work with
diversity/equity/inclusion

2
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Volunteer
Orientation

Remote
Communication

•

Separate session before a service event

1

•

Group huddle at beginning of the service event

3

•

Icebreakers

2

•

Send information to one corporate point of
contact to disseminate to the team

3

•

Provide materials to review remotely (ex: articles,

2

videos)

Separate
Donations

•

Keep transactional conversations about
fundraising separate from volunteer program(s)
to keep the focus on transformational,
preparative conversation.

4

Self- awareness

•

Discuss the raise awareness of privilege

3

•

Mitigate stereotypes, judgments, and
preconceived notions by naming the risk

3

•

Ask volunteers to relate learning to their own
lives

1

•

Introduce/practice growth mindset and open
mindedness to set attitude expectations

3

•

Overview of the beneficiary population &
services received by the nonprofit, ex:
demographics or neighborhood history

5

•

Discussing racial identity

1

•

Tailor the message to the individual corporate
partner’s culture and readiness

4

•

Accommodating volunteer availability in
scheduling

1

Context

Customization
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Facilitator
Readiness

•

Conversation leader must have training and
experience

3

•

The conversation leader needs to have a great
deal of social awareness to be able to read a
room

4

•

The facilitator is a pivotal role with noticeable
disagreement on who the best person to
facilitate is.
(Trained nonprofit staff member (2) |
Beneficiary/client (2) | Outside consultant (1) |
Corporate representative (1))

6

•

Opportunities
for feedback

•

Surveys

1

•

Anecdotal and inconsistent one-on-one
conversations between staff and volunteers

3

Physical space
matters

•

Separate, dedicated space away from
beneficiaries

2

•

Having conversations in the location of the
beneficiaries to ground the discussion in reality

2

Quantitative Results
The 34 survey respondents answered three demographic questions, rated level of
agreement with ten statements, and rated the importance of eight conversation
elements. See Appendix I and J for raw survey data. The following tables exhibit the
results of the survey, including, demographic percentages, mean responses overall to
statements and elements, and t-test comparisons of job titles and race/ethnicities with
highest and lowest means responses to measure whether either affects the likelihood of
a positive or negative response.
Demographics. Survey respondents were asked three demographic questions at
the beginning of the survey. The purpose of these demographic questions is to be able
to search for trends among responders who share one or more identities. See Table 5
below for the demographic results organized as percentages of the total as well as
analysis below.
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Table 5. Survey Results, Demographic
Category
Nonprofit
Job title

Gender

Race

Demographic Identification
Development
Staff

Educator

Leadership

Volunteer
Coordinator

Other

23.5%

9%

23.5%

32%

12%

Female

Male

53%

35%

6%

6%

African
American /
Black

Asian /
East Asian

Filipino

Latinx

Middle
Eastern

6%

9%

3%

9%

3%

Prefer Not to
Say

Two +
Races

White

3%

14%

53%

Nonbinary Prefer not to say

Among the nonprofit employees who took the survey, the majority were in the role of
“Volunteer Coordinator”. Although all survey responders were required to have
experience working with corporate volunteers, other responders did this work as a part
of their job responsibilities as opposed to a full-time responsibility. All told, at least 56%
of respondents, including development staff, leadership staff, and educators work with
volunteers, only spend a portion of their work time within corporate volunteer
programs. Part-time corporate volunteer coordinators may have less experience overall
than full-time corporate volunteer coordinators, but regardless, respondent’s survey
results will be weighed equally to influence the recommendations.
It is also important to note that the majority of participants self-identified as white, and
that many demographic groups were not represented at all: American Indian, Alaska
Native, Indigenous People of the Americas, Pacific Islander, nor Native Hawaiian.
Although race was not factored into the criteria for selection survey invitees, the hope
for this survey is that respondents would be representative of the racial makeup of the
United States since this paper aims to offer recommendations for nonprofits throughout
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the U.S. See Figure 2 below for a comparison on the racial makeup of the
United States as compared to this survey’s respondents.
Figure 2. Comparative Demographics U.S. vs. Survey Results

Source: KFF. (2018). Population Distribution by Race/Ethnicity. Retrieved from
https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/distribution-by-raceethnicity/
From Figure 2, there are clear differences among the racial makeup between survey
respondents and the United States. Namely, the survey recorded fewer Latinx and fewer
white participants than the U.S. average. The survey also recorded five times as many
respondents who self-identify as “Two or More Races” than the United States average.
Importantly, survey results better reflect the demographic makeup of the United States
rather than California.
Mean responses to statements and conversation elements. The bulk of the
survey was intended to weigh respondent opinion about different circumstances related
to corporate volunteer programs and their personal experiences raising awareness of
the harm of implicit bias. In Tables 6 and 7 below, the mean responses have been
arranged in three equal parts to identify which elements respondents rated highest, in
the middle, and lowest overall.
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Table 6. Survey Results, Respondent Opinions on Statements
KEY: Highest 1/3 Means | Middle 1/3 Means | Lowest 1/3 Medians
Label

Statement

Mean

A

It is essential to discuss implicit bias and behavioral expectations with
corporate volunteers before they engage with nonprofit beneficiaries.

4.1

B

I have the tools and skills necessary to talk about implicit bias with
corporate volunteers.

3.0

C

I need to have a close relationship with the corporate volunteer group
before I can successfully discuss the harm of implicit bias.

2.9

D

It is effective to discuss implicit bias and behavioral expectations with
corporate volunteers immediately before a volunteer event.

3.2

E

It is effective to communicate the harm of implicit bias and behavioral
expectations with corporate volunteers remotely through an email,
webinar, or conference call.

2.7

F

At my nonprofit, it is feasible to dedicate a separate time to discuss
implicit bias and behavioral expectations with corporate volunteers
before a volunteer event with under-represented beneficiary
populations.

2.7

G

It is possible to effectively communicate the harm of implicit bias and
share behavioral expectations with corporate volunteers even if I am
meeting them for the first time.

3.6

H

It is more effective for a nonprofit host to train corporate volunteers
on implicit bias and behavioral expectations rather than a corporate
volunteer recruiter or leader.

3.6

I

It is more effective for a corporate volunteer recruiter or leader to
train corporate volunteers on implicit bias and behavioral expectations
rather than a nonprofit host.

2.6

J

By discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations with corporate
volunteers, I am building stronger relationships with the partner.

4.1
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Table 7. Survey Results, Respondent Opinions on Discussion Elements
KEY: Highest 1/3 Means | Middle 1/3 Means | Lowest 1/3 Medians
Label

Conversation Element

Mean

1

Icebreakers

3.5

2

Opportunities to share personal experiences

3.8

3

Practice scenarios

3.3

4

Videos

2.9

5

Facilitator experience/training

3.8

6

Physical movement

3.1

7

Written literature (ex: training packets)

2.7

8

Reading articles excerpts by exports

2.9

Statistical comparison of job titles on statements and elements. Independent ttests were run on the highest and lowest means compared to the job title, “Nonprofit
Volunteer Coordinator” (NVC) to determine whether there was a difference in the
survey respondents' likelihood to agree with the following statements.
Statement A (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -0.299, p = .767),
with NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 4.33, sd = 0.651) than all other job
titles (m = 4.41, sd = 0.734).
Statement G (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.291, p = .772), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 3.02, sd = 1.08) than all other job titles (m
= 3.82, sd = 0.853).
Statement H (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.330, p = .744), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 3.92, sd = 0.793) than all other job titles
(m = 3.82, sd = 0.853).
Statement J (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -0.170, p = .866), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 4.42, sd = 0.515) than all other job titles
(m = 4.45, sd = 0.671).
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Statement E (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -1.06, p =
0.296), with NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 2.67, sd = 0.888) than all
other job titles (m = 3.05, sd = 1.05).
Statement F (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -1.59, p = 0.122), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 2.58, sd = 0.996) than all other job titles
(m = 3.23, sd = 1.19).
Statement I (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -0.976, p = 0.337),
with NVCs being nearly equally likely to agree (m = 2.58, sd = 0.996) than all other job
titles (m = 2.95, sd = 1.07).
Table 8. Job Title Descriptives and T-Tests on Statement Agreement
Key: Highest Scoring | Lowest Scoring |
Statistical Significance | Approaching Statistical Significance
Descriptives

N

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

Independent
t-tests

Highest Overall Means

Lowest Overall Means

Job Title

A

G

H

J

E

F

I

NVC

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Other

22

22

22

22

22

22

21

NVC

4.33

3.92

3.92

4.42

2.67

2.58

2.58

Other

4.41

3.82

3.82

4.45

3.05

3.23

2.95

NVC

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

2.50

Other

5.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

NVC

0.651

1.08

0.793

0.515

0.888

0.996

0.996

Other

0.734

0.853 0.853

0.671

1.05

1.19

1.07

Statistic

-0.299

0.292 0.330 -0.170

-1.062

-1.589

-0.976

df

32.00

32.00 32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

31.00

p-value

0.767

0.772 0.744

0.866

0.296

0.122

0.337
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Independent t-tests were run on the highest and lowest means compared to
the job title, “Nonprofit Volunteer Coordinator” (NVC) to determine whether there was
a difference in the survey respondents' likelihood to value different discussion
elements.
Element 1 (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -1.198, p = 0.240), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 3.58, sd = 0.793) than all other
job titles (m = 3.95, sd = 0.899).
Element 2 (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -0.339, p = 0.736), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 4.00, sd = 0.953) than all other
job titles (m = 4.09, sd = 0.610).
Element 5 (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = -0.250, p = 0.804), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 4.18, sd = 0.693) than all other
job titles (m = 4.23, sd = 0.429).
Element 4 (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.845 p = 0.404), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 3.33, sd = 1.30) than all other
job titles (m = 3.00, sd = 0.976).
Element 7 (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.565, p = 0.576), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 3.08, sd = 1.31) than all other
job titles (m = 2.86, sd = 0.941).
Element 8(Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.678, p = 0.503), with
NVCs being nearly equally likely to value an element (m = 3.25, sd = 1.36) than all other
job titles (m = 2.95, sd = 1.13).
Table 9. Job Title Descriptives and T-Tests on Program Elements
Key: Highest Scoring | Lowest Scoring |
Statistical Significance | Approaching Statistical Significance
Descriptives

N

Mean

Highest Overall Means

Lowest Overall Means

Job Title

1

2

5

4

7

8

NVC

12

12

11

12

12

12

Other

22

22

22

22

22

22

NVC

3.58

4.00

4.18

3.33

3.08

3.25

Other

3.95

4.09

4.23

3.00

2.86

2.95
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Median

Standard
Deviation

Independent
t-tests

NVC

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.50

3.50

3.50

Other

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

NVC

0.793

0.953

0.693

1.30

1.31

1.36

Other

0.899

0.610

0.429

0.976

0.941

1.13

Statistic

-1.198

-0.339

-0.250

0.845

0.565

0.678

df

32.00

32.00

31.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

p-value

0.240

0.736

0.804

0.404

0.576

0.503

Statistical comparison of race/ethnicity on statements and elements.
Independent t-tests were run on the highest and lowest means compared to the
respondents’ self-reported race/ethnicity to identify potential trends or difference of
opinion between respondents of color (RoC) and white respondents (WR) on statement
agreement.
Statement A (High): This did reveal a significant difference (t (34) = -2.14, p = 0.04), with
RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 4.13, sd = 0.719) than WR (m = 4.61, sd = 0.608).
Statement G (High): This did not reveal significant difference (t (34) = 1.26, p = 0.218),
with RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 4.06, sd = 0.772) than WR (m = 3.67, sd = 1.03).
Statement H (High): This did not reveal significant difference (t (34) = 0.56, p = 0.579),
with RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 3.94, sd = 0.854) than WR (m = 3.78, sd =
0.808).
Statement J (High): This did not reveal significant difference (t (34) = -1.16, p = 0.254),
with RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 4.31, sd = 0.602) than WR (m = 4.56, sd =
0.616).
Statement E (Low): This did not reveal significant difference (t (34) = 0.481, p = 0.634),
with RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 3.00, sd = 1.03) than WR (m = 2.83, sd = 0.985).
Statement F (Low): This did not reveal significant difference (t (34) = 1.198, p = 0.240),
with RoCs being less likely to agree (m = 3.25, sd = 1.24) than WR (m = 2.78, sd = 1.06).
Statement I (Low): This did reveal a near significant difference (t (34) = 2.006, p = 0.054),
with RoCs being more likely to agree (m = 3.20, sd = 1.08) than WR (m = 2.50, sd =
0.924).
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Table 10. Race/Ethnicity Descriptives and T-Tests
Key: Highest Scoring | Lowest Scoring |
Statistical Significance | Approaching Statistical Significance
Descriptives
Racial Makeup

Highest Overall Means

Lowest Overall Means

A

G

H

J

E

F

I

NVC

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

Other

18

18

18

18

18

18

18

NVC

4.13

4.06

3.94

4.31

3.00

3.25

3.20

Other

4.61

3.67

3.78

4.56

2.83

2.78

2.50

NVC

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

Other

5.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

3.00

2.50

2.50

0.719 0.772 0.864 0.602

1.03

1.24

1.08

0.608

0.808 0.616

0.985

1.06

0.924

Independent Statistic -2.137 1.256 0.560 -1.161
t-tests
df
32.00 32.00 32.00 32.00

0.481

1.198

2.006

32.00

32.00

31.00

0.634

0.240

0.054

N

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

NVC
Other

p-value

1.03

0.040 0.218 0.579 0.254

Independent t-tests were run on the highest and lowest means compared to the
respondents’ self-reported race/ethnicity to identify potential trends or difference of
opinion between respondents of color (RoC) and white respondents (WR) on valuing the
highest and lowest mean-scoring elements.
Element 1 (High): This did reveal a significant difference (t (34) = 1.990, p = 0.055), with
RoCs being more likely to value this element (m = 4.13, sd = 0.806) than WR (m = 3.56,
sd = 0.856).
Element 2 (High): This did reveal a significant difference (t (34) = 2.551, p = 0.016), with
RoCs being more likely to value this element (m = 4.38, sd = 0.619) than WR (m = 3.78,
sd = 0.856).
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Element 5 (High): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.584, p =
0.563), with RoCs being nearly equally likely to value this element (m = 4.27, sd = 0.458)
than WR (m = 4.17, sd = 0.514).
Element 4 (Low): This did reveal a significant difference (t (34) = 2.388 p = 0.023), with
RoCs being more likely to value this element (m = 3.56, sd = 0.957) than WR (m = 2.72,
sd = 1.07).
Element 7 (Low): This did reveal a significant difference (t (34) = 2.378, p = 0.024), with
RoCs being more likely to value this element (m = 3.38, sd = 0.957) than WR (m = 2.56,
sd = 1.04).
Element 8 (Low): This revealed no significant difference (t (34) = 0.869, p = 0.391), with
RoCs being nearly equally likely to value this element (m = 3.25, sd = 1.06) than WR (m =
2.89, sd = 1.32).
Table 11. Race/Ethnicity and T-Tests on Program Elements
Key: Highest Scoring | Lowest Scoring |
Statistical Significance | Approaching Statistical Significance
Descriptives
Racial Makeup

Highest Overall Means

Lowest Overall Means

1

2

5

4

7

8

NVC

16

16

15

16

16

16

Other

18

18

18

18

18

18

NVC

4.13

4.38

4.27

3.56

3.38

3.25

Other

3.56

3.78

4.17

2.72

2.56

2.89

NVC

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

Other

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

2.50

3.00

NVC

0.806

0.619

0.458

0.964

0.957

1.06

Other

0.856

0.732

0.514

1.07

1.04

1.32

Independent Statistic
t-tests
df

1.990

2.551

0.584

2.388

2.378

0.869

32.00

32.00

31.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

p-value

0.055

0.016

0.563

0.023

0.024

0.391

N

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation
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Section 5: Implications and Recommendations
The data results offer a diversity of opinions around the research questions. Across the
five expert interviews, analysis reveals poignant themes within concepts and
recommendations which are coded and measured by the number of repeated mentions
as seen above in Table 4. By comparing and contrasting themes throughout the
literature review, expert interviews, and survey responses, this section analyzes results
to offer five recommendations towards the purpose of this paper - exploring how
Volunteer Managers at United States nonprofit organizations can communicate the
harm of implicit bias and share positive behavioral expectations with corporate
volunteers before engaging with under-represented beneficiary populations.
Discussion of Research Question 1
RQ 1: What are the existing and aspirational strategies and techniques that nonprofits
use to communicate the harm of implicit bias to corporate volunteers?
Starting the conversation when starting the relationship. An emphatic theme
across all areas of research is the importance of discussing the harm of implicit bias from
the beginning of any relationship between a nonprofit volunteer program and a
corporate partner. The literature review, survey responses, and expert interviews agree
that conversations meant to raise awareness of implicit bias need to begin from the
beginning of a relationship to affect behavioral change. Reinforcing Grant’s paper,
“Giving Time, Time After Time: Work Design and Sustained Employee Participation in
Corporate Volunteering”, interviewees and survey respondents alike agree that the first
engagement between a nonprofit and a corporation is pivotal to lay the foundation and
set behavioral expectations moving forward (Grant, 2012). An example of this was
provided by interviewee Joey Guerin, Director of Community and Volunteer Relations at
Hands on Bay Area (HOBA). He shared that within his organization, “at the beginning of
each project, we share expectations for interacting with beneficiaries and make sure to
highlight sensitivities. Right now, we are working on standardizing this because the
conversation is not yet consistent. Only recently did we determine this to be a priority
for us” (Guerin, 2020). Although a discussion of behavioral expectations is at the
forefront of HOBA’s corporate volunteer programming, it is not yet as intentional as
they would like.
Some organizations even require a separate and dedicated volunteer orientation
session before engaging with beneficiaries during which expectations can be set and
discussed transparently. Felix Flores, Executive Director of iMentor, explains that
“during the required orientation, we discuss stereotypes and judgments how those
preconceived notions will be challenged during this volunteer experience; both positive
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and negative assumptions. We expect a growth mindset for both students and
mentors” (Flores, 2020). During the orientation, harmful aspects of implicit bias are
explicitly named, and volunteer participants are invited to acknowledge assumptions
within themselves to behave with intentionality. Importantly, this paper’s research
dispels the myth that the majority of corporate volunteers can be successful during
“turnkey” service engagements with beneficiaries. Lisa Joyslin, Inclusive Volunteerism
Program Manager at the Minnesota Association for Volunteer Administration (MAVA),
summarizes the importance of corporate volunteer preparation: “one of the things that
we’re finding really needs to happen to reduce the harm that volunteers can cause
when they come into a new environment is basic education around privilege, racial bias,
racial equity, microaggressions, and unconscious bias” (Joyslin, 2020). Joyslin works with
nonprofit organizations across the state of Minnesota and has identified conversations
around implicit bias as essential for thriving corporate volunteer partnerships.
Finally, survey respondents agree that it is essential for NVMs to have a conversation
with corporate volunteers around implicit bias and behavioral expectations before they
engage with beneficiaries (Statement A, mean = 4.1 out of 5, n = 34). Survey
respondents also agree that it is possible to communicate the harm of implicit bias even
when meeting corporate volunteers for the first time (Statement G, mean = 3.6 out of 5,
n = 34).
Vetting partnerships. Some interviewees believe that nonprofits should go even
further and mitigate the harm of implicit bias among corporate volunteers through a
vetting process. Interviewees Guerin and Joyslin agree that by installing a vetting
curriculum to weigh whether a potential corporate volunteer partner is a good fit for
the organization, nonprofits can get a head start on creating meaningful, impactful, and
positive volunteer events. “We will not work with a company whose product causes
death or destruction. For example, no cigarette companies or weapons” (Guerin, 2020).
By turning away interested partners who have been identified as unfit based on vetting,
nonprofits remove the risk of introducing under-represented beneficiary populations to
corporate volunteers who are not able to act without assumption. Additionally, by
having an understanding of a corporation's existing values and attitudes, a nonprofit will
be able to better meet the volunteers where they are to customize conversations
around implicit bias throughout the event planning stage of a service event with underrepresented beneficiary populations. Vetting also sets the tone for corporate partners
to anticipate additional conversations around sensitive topics to come, and to ensure
that this is something they can accommodate within capacity.
Other experts value partner vetting but identify it as an aspirational or emerging part of
their workflow. For example, Flores explains that:
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If a company is interested and provides access to the staff, we don’t screen the
company, but the individual employees instead. We have started having more
conversations around whether we want to work with companies that we think
are either in political or social places that we are not in great standing with. If we
feel like they won’t support our mission, we’ve been discussing whether we’d
like to continue that relationship or not.
Although it can feel unrealistic to turn potential corporate volunteer partners away,
more and more nonprofits are beginning to acknowledge the importance of values
alignment within all of its volunteer partnerships.
It is important to acknowledge that two experts disagree with the idea of vetting
corporate partners. Jessica Chang Greenman, Philanthropy Officer at OnLok, Inc.,
believes that vetting can lead to missed opportunities: “We do not use criteria to decide
whether corporations can engage with our beneficiaries. We are very open. I have made
it a point to never know where our next connection comes from. Some of the best
connections come from the least expected sources” (Chang Greenman, 2020). And Soo
Kim, Manager of Corporate and Volunteer Engagement at Swords to Plowshares, does
not have experience with partner vetting. Although these dissenting opinions are
valuable, they will not be incorporated into the recommendations because they are in
the minority, compounded by existing research analyzed in the literature review that
existing mindsets and self-awareness are paramount to volunteer readiness (Bennett,
2016).
Customized conversations. Another through line within research is the
importance of meeting corporate volunteer teams where they are and beginning
conversations from there (Equity in the Center, n.d.). When asked about preventing
miscommunications with corporate volunteers when discussing implicit bias, Jessica
Chang Greenman explains that “it’s about the volunteers educating me on where they
are so that I can meet them where they are to educate them as well. Try to plan a few
steps ahead about what you think you might need to communicate. Do some research
on the group that’s coming in” (Chang Greenman, 2020). When planning discussions
with corporate volunteers, it’s important to customize the conversation to begin at a
point that will make sense to the volunteer-based on their past experiences and past
learning. She adds that “the first thing is during the planning stage. I prep them for
expectations. I tailor my messaging depending on the activities that they’re doing and
for which location they are at” (Chang Greenman, 2020). Chang Greenman sets the tone
for the entire relationship during the planning stage. She takes the lead to set agendas
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and topics based on her initial assessment of the corporate partners readiness
to volunteer.
Interviewee Soo Kim agrees and adds that she ensures that her corporate volunteer
program is “very nimble and flexible about corporate partnerships. We try to meet
where they are” (Soo Kim, 2020). Although customization could be perceived as a
capacity strain for resource-scarce nonprofits, expert interviewees convey that
customizing conversations around implicit bias can ultimately save time in the long run
when volunteers are able to offer positive impacts for beneficiaries from the beginning
of a volunteer relationship (See Figure 3, VolunteerHub, n.d.). If conversation
customization is strategically incorporated into a volunteer program model, it will
become less of a capacity drain for nonprofit staff. For example, Volunteer Managers
could have a bank of tools and resources available and ready to go and only provide
relevant content to the corporate volunteers based on an assessment of their existing
experiences with diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Figure 3: Corporate Volunteer Program Challenges

Source: VolunteerHub. (n.d.). Nonprofits Share Their Tips for Engaging Corporate
Volunteers. Retrieved from https://www.volunteerhub.com/blog/corporate-volunteerstudy/
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Group Huddles. When it comes to the strategies and techniques that
nonprofits use to communicate the harm of implicit bias to corporate volunteers,
emergent ideas were centered around intentional beginnings to each volunteer event.
Interviewed experts managed a variety of corporate volunteer programs, both one-time
events and ongoing engagements with under-represented beneficiary populations.
Experts acknowledged the competing importance of both expeditious volunteer
preparation and successfully discussing implicit bias awareness and behavioral
expectations with thoroughness and sensitivity. Therein, the beginning of volunteer
events was unanimously identified as an optimal time to bring implicit bias awareness to
the top of mind and explicitly name the potential harms of acting with assumption.
Ideally, this in-person discussion would be the final step in elevating implicit bias
awareness, preceded by screening the corporation for alignment within culture and
values, as well as offering customized planning materials so that corporate volunteers
have a chance to learn about the beneficiary populations they’ll be working with ahead
of time.
The intentional kickoff to a corporate volunteer event is often called a “huddle” or a
“kickoff”. A central piece of the kickoff is sharing history and context about the
beneficiary population. This could take place during the kickoff or beforehand, when
recruiting corporate volunteers and sharing customized logistics. Lisa Joyslin warns:
People have different understandings of expectations which can lead to
problems. [Volunteer Managers should] ensure that there is a way that the
information gets down to everyone. For example, I usually draft an email to give
to the corporate point of contact and ask them to please send it to all of the
individuals volunteering. The email blurb includes a brief history of the
neighborhood in which we are working, and here are some helpful articles to
read and prepare yourself for the experience.
By disseminating information ahead of time, corporate volunteers can begin raising
awareness and practicing empathy ahead of the event so that sensitive and openminded conversations during the kickoff huddle do not come as a surprise. Using this
tactic, NVMs invite corporate employee volunteers to raise their implicit bias awareness
gradually over time.
Icebreakers and opportunities to share personal experiences emerged as essential
components of the volunteer event kickoff experience. Interviewee and survey
respondents agree that these conversation elements make a big impact on a discussion
going successfully, where volunteers truly comprehend the content and elevate
awareness around implicit bias. Chang Greenman spells out that, “often I start with an
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icebreaker, especially if the group is quiet/shy. This way, I get a sense of who
is in the room and learn what they do and what they’d like to get out of the
experience. Sometimes the volunteers do not always know each other” (Chang
Greenman, 2020). Survey respondents back this up with icebreakers and opportunities
to share personal experiences being among the top 4 conversation elements that they
believe empower a successful conversation around implicit bias (Element 1 & 2). In fact,
statistical t-tests revealed that survey respondents of color were significantly more likely
to believe that sharing personal experiences is essential when facilitating conversations
with corporate volunteers around implicit bias than white respondents. The opinion of
respondents of color should be highly valued since too often, people of color are underrepresented in various industries and could have more in common with nonprofit
beneficiary populations who are also under-represented in society.
Discussion of Research Questions 2
RQ 2: What attitudinal or relational elements do Volunteer Managers identify as the
major contributing factors to a successful conversation about implicit bias with
corporate volunteers? How can Volunteer Managers ensure that their messages around
implicit bias and behavioral expectations are both heard and well-received?
Facilitator Selection. A top trend across this research is the importance of the
role of the conversation facilitator and their ability to relate to corporate volunteers.
Interviewed experts agree with each other and lessons learned from the literature
review that the person who leads the discussion around implicit bias awareness and
behavioral expectations needs to have excellent social, emotional, and cultural
intelligence as well as top-notch facilitation skills that come with a great deal of training
and experience (The EveryONE Project, 2019). However, there is a diversity of beliefs
regarding the role of the facilitator and which position is the best fit to fulfill that role.
Experts recommended four different positions to take on the role of the facilitator:
trained nonprofit staff members, beneficiary or client of the nonprofit, outside/hired
consultant, or trained corporate representative. However, survey respondents offer
more clarity insofar as the majority believe that it is more effective for a nonprofit host
to train corporate volunteers on implicit bias and behavioral expectations rather than a
corporate volunteer recruiter or leader (Statement H, mean = 3.6 out of 5, n = 34). To
underscore this, survey respondents also selected “facilitator experience/training” as
one of the top three discussion elements that contribute to successful conversations
around implicit bias with corporate volunteers (Element 5, mean = 3.8, n = 34).
Relationship Building. Perhaps most surprising among identified themes was
that experts and survey respondents agree that discussing the harm of implicit bias with
corporate volunteers is a meaningful way for nonprofits to build relationships with
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corporate partners. This opposes the common belief, which emerged within
the literature review, that discussing sensitive topics like implicit bias is too
overwhelming or awkward for nonprofits to take part (Weaver, 2019). Survey
respondents agree that nonprofits are building stronger relationships with corporate
partners by discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations (Statement J, m = 4.1
out of 5, n = 34), and disagree with the sentiment that nonprofits need to have a close
relationship with the corporate volunteer group before being able to successfully
discuss the harm of implicit bias (Statement C, m = 2.9 out of 5, n - 34). Additionally,
multiple expert interviewees shared personal stories about their experiences using
conversations around implicit bias and setting behavioral expectations as a relationshipbuilding tool. Three compelling stories told by expert interviewees are listed below. Lisa
Joyslin trains other nonprofit volunteer coordinators for how to diss diversity, equity,
and inclusion with their own volunteers:
I think that the best way to approach these types of conversations is being
honest and giving information on how it affects the clients. People are most
receptive when you explain the situation (ex: people of color experiencing
poverty and we recognize that that is a different lived experience than
volunteers). People have good intentions but may be unable to relate to the
beneficiaries. To make sure it’s a good experience for BOTH parties, we require
bias training.
Lisa Joyslin recommends layout out the risk plainly to volunteer groups. By sharing
contextual information, volunteers are better able to empathize with beneficiary
populations who they may not share experiences with. Guerin shares a similar story
about working with volunteers to increase self-awareness within the context of
volunteer service. “The way that we currently communicate these expectations is
through a mindfulness practice. We ask everyone to center themselves to acknowledge
and respect the space that they are in. For instance, there is usually a land
acknowledgment” (Guerin, 2020). By laying out the importance of the physical space
where volunteer service is taking place, volunteers are invited to them about the
experience of others, to encourage positive volunteer behaviors. Finally, Felix Flores
explains the importance of discussing implicit bias with corporate volunteers. He argues
that without hosting the conversation, nonprofits undermine themselves:
At the end of the day, we are here to better humankind in some way. Regardless
of what their ultimate goal is, there may be a lot of self-interest in it, at least the
corporation willing to reach out and give back. Treat them how you would want
to be treated if you were in their shoes. Engage them. Nonprofits can be
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surprised when their volunteer retention/satisfaction rate is so low search inward - it’s often that you aren’t setting up expectations successfully.
These stories are encouraging because they demonstrate an opportunity to remove one
of the barriers to implicit bias conversations listed in the literature review. Experts reject
the sentiment that implicit bias is too sensitive a topic to successfully host a
conversation with corporate volunteers. Instead, they highlight the positive impacts that
the discussion has on both programmatic services outcomes as well as how the
conversation strengthens relationships with corporate partners.
Naming the risk. For NVMs to be able to check that volunteers understand the
content intended to raise awareness around implicit bias, expert interviewees
recommend explicitly naming the risk of stereotypes, judgments, and assumptions. By
transparently sharing the serious risk that behaving with assumptions can cause,
corporate volunteers are invited to acknowledge this seriousness alongside the
facilitator and become a positive participant who is ready to serve beneficiary interests.
At Hands on Bay Area, Joey Guerin explains:
All of our staff do implicit bias training annually on how to call people in and
highlight particularly problematic uses of language, such as microaggressions. By
making conversations a learning moment and not calling them out, volunteers
feel included, making it a more positive experience.
Guerin describes how NVMs can invite corporate volunteers to be a part of the solution
by framing the risk inclusively. Jessica Chang Greenman shares a similar story:
Many seniors may be shy, try to be at their eye-level, many have physical
differences and being at their level can make the interactions more meaningful,
just because we’re working with a vulnerable population please still treat them
like humans, they are not made of porcelain.
Chang Greenman does not beat around the bush but instead illustrates the errors that
others have made as an example of what not to do. By naming poor behaviors,
corporate volunteers will be able to compare and contrast to have a better
understanding of positive behavioral expectations.
Keep funding negotiation and processing separate. Finally, an unexpected
concept that emerged from expert interviews, without prompting, was the importance
of keeping corporate fundraising efforts separate from corporate volunteer efforts. Even
though experts were unprompted, recommendations around corporate fundraising
came up in 80% of conversations. Perhaps this is not completely surprising, as a
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common program model is to tie donations to volunteer experiences as a sort
of fee for service (Grant, 2012). Joey Guerin well-illustrates this separation:
The first point of contact for the corporate partners is the “account manager”
who has sales-person responsibilities. They amplify the community's needs. Fit is
really important to us. The account manager will point to where the real need is.
[They offer] “although this idea is a great need, could we do X instead”.
Guerin recommends that coordinating financial contributions take place before the
nonprofit volunteer manager is looped into the partnership. Since financial
contributions in exchange for a facilitated volunteer event can be a common program
structure, experts recommend separating financial negotiation so that it does not play
into the power dynamic and therein impede conversations around implicit bias (Weaver,
2019). A common nonprofit business model is to ask corporations to make a donation in
exchange for a customized volunteer event. In this situation, Volunteer Managers
should play an important part in the relationship building necessary in fundraising. An
important distinction must be made here that it’s important to separate financial
processing from volunteer event planning. In addition to negotiation, the processing
required for the nonprofits to be paid can be very procedural, with invoices and
accounting forms. This research argues that the transactional aspects to fundraising
must be coordinated by a separate employee than the Volunteer Manager, and the
Volunteer Manager’s fundraising role should focus on relationship building and program
execution. Jessica Chang Greenman agrees that it is important to keep financial
negotiations and processing separate from volunteering. Chang Greenman adds that
discussing donations in the same breath as volunteering, can undermine the volunteer
experience (Chang Greenman, 2020). The conversation of finances takes away from
being in the moment and preparing to serve beneficiaries. The impulse to keep
conversations around financial contributions separate from relationship building within
the volunteer program ties into the strategy of partnership vetting discussed in the
previous section.
Recommendations
To add to existing research identified in the literature review, and in response to results
from qualitative and quantitative research methods, the following recommendations
have been identified and illustrated by the list and model below:
1. Keep donation negotiation and process separate
o Negotiation and processing around donations distracts and dampens
conversations around implicit bias because donations are transactional
whereas implicit bias awareness is transformational.
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Staff roles:
§ Development staff coordinate donations in exchange for
volunteering, namely, paperwork, processing, and reminders
§ Program staff coordinate transformational volunteer events that
build relationships with corporate partners to increase the
likelihood of donations
2. Check for understanding throughout
o To successfully build relationships with corporate partners, nonprofit
volunteer managers should check-in with corporate volunteers
throughout the event planning stage and during the experience itself to
ensure understanding and a positive experience. The person facilitating
these conversations needs to have high awareness and
social/emotional/cultural intelligence themselves to be able to read the
room, set positive behavioral expectations, and check for
understanding.
3. Screen potential corporate partners for readiness
o Nonprofit volunteer managers should screen corporate volunteers by
setting clear expectations from the beginning of the partnership. If a
corporation is unable or unwilling to meet the expectations, then the
partner is not a good fit for the program, nor ready to interact with
beneficiaries.
o With screening, nonprofits can set expectations for the potential
corporate partner by ensuring that they are willing to volunteer for a
beneficiary-identified need as opposed to volunteering for a corporatepreferred activity.
o Assessment question suggestions:
§ What are the corporation’s existing values and how are they
reflected in the volunteer program?
§ What sensitivity training do employees already experience?
4. Customized event planning
o Nonprofit volunteer managers should send event expectations, logistics,
and beneficiary background to corporate volunteers before the event to
support recruitment and begin to raise awareness for the harm caused by
implicit biases. Nonprofit volunteer managers should fill in a template
with customized information to send to the corporate point of contact
for dissemination. This document should balance brevity with pertinent
information so that it can easily be scanned, and the meaning absorbed.
o Customized informational template for event planning contents:
§ Purpose
o
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Historical context about the beneficiary population,
demographics
§ Schedule
§ Volunteer roles
§ Links to videos and articles to learn more about the beneficiary
population and volunteering with empathy and awareness
5. Host an intentional service event kickoff
o Nonprofit volunteer managers should begin every corporate volunteer
engagement with an intentional opening moment, heretofore called
kickoffs. This will set the tone for the entire event and set an example for
volunteers around behavioral expectations. The nonprofit volunteer
manager also has the opportunity to observe and interact with all of the
corporate volunteers from the beginning to identify any potential areas
for miscommunication or conflict.
o Kickoff contents lead by a nonprofit staff member:
§ Icebreaker: values-centric round robin with an opportunity to
share personal experiences
§ Overview of the nonprofit and services provided (video)
§ Overview of the beneficiary population, including history and any
relevant context about the event or services provided (video)
§ Reiterate expectations with a reminder of roles. Spell out the
importance to approach interactions without assumption and act
with empathy and open-mindedness - name the risk
§ Event logistics
§

Model
The model below offers a visual representation of how NVMs can address implicit bias
and set positive behavioral expectations with corporate volunteers. The model depicts
that the process should begin with screening. When a nonprofit first engages with a
potential corporate volunteer partner, the nonprofit should screen the candidate to
ensure that their values align. Additionally, the nonprofit should assess the
corporation’s existing experiences with topics of diversity, equity, and inclusion. With
this, the nonprofit already starts to set positive behavioral expectations by screening for
readiness. When moving forward to plan one event or an event series with the
corporate partner, the volunteer program must be set up so that information can easily
be customized to this unique partner’s level of readiness to engage with beneficiaries.
For example, volunteers can begin increasing their self-awareness well before the
service event by receiving information about the intended beneficiary population ahead
of time. When the first event kicks off, this must be an intentional experience. During a
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dedicated huddle before service begins, the nonprofit facilitator should lead
the group in an icebreaker that includes sharing personal experiences and connections
to the service as well as explicitly naming the expectation to act with empathy and
open-mindedness (and without assumption or judgment). Throughout these steps, the
NVM is checking for understanding to ensure that the corporate volunteer’s implicit bias
awareness is increasing. Through that action, the relationship with the partner will
naturally build as well.
Figure 4. How to Address Implicit Bias and Set Positive
Behavioral Expectations with Corporate Volunteers

Recommendations for Future Research
This research elicits multiple questions for future research. Since research questions
were all considered from the perspective of the nonprofit sector, it would be interesting
to reexamine the same research questions from the perspective of corporations who
participate in volunteer programs with nonprofits. Specifically, it would be illuminating
to focus on corporate social responsibility managers and the staff members who
manage the volunteer programs. Once results from the corporate perspective were
identified, it would be ideal to compare and contrast. By identifying similarities and
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differences, research would have well-rounded and more accurate results to
be able to make recommendations that are the best fit for all parties.
Similarly, this research could be expanded to examine how implicit bias on the part of
the intended beneficiary populations impacts corporate volunteer programs. In
particular, it should be researched to examine what the role of the nonprofit volunteer
manager should be to mitigate the bias. Of course, it would vary by program model, but
what is the ethical responsibility of the NVM to elevate implicit bias awareness among
their clients or beneficiaries?
Another area to deepen this existing research is to take a deeper dive into the precise
content that nonprofits can communicate to corporate volunteers to raise awareness
around implicit bias to set positive behavioral expectations. For example, a researchinformed toolkit would offer agendas, steps, and templates to host conversations
around implicit bias and maximize staff capacity. Ideally, this toolkit could be broken
down by program type to inform one-time events vs. event series.

Section 6: Conclusion
Through a literature review, qualitative expert interviews, quantitative survey results,
and thorough analysis, this paper empowers nonprofit employees to raise awareness
about the harm of implicit bias and set expectations within corporate volunteer
programs. These five recommendations offer a strategic approach to starting the
conversation about implicit bias awareness as well as the tools to elevate learning and
check for understanding. The goal for these results is to change the existing narrative
around corporate volunteer programs that there isn’t enough time or strong enough
relationships for nonprofits to host sensitive conversations with corporate volunteer
partners. Instead, this research demonstrates the benefits of raising awareness about
implicit bias among corporate volunteers. These recommendations offer an updated
narrative that when nonprofits discuss implicit bias with scaffolded intentionality, the
risk of harming intended beneficiaries reduces while relationships deepen within the
corporate volunteer program.
The author argues that it is unethical to operate corporate volunteer programs without
addressing implicit bias, which is both ubiquitous and consistently damaging. Corporate
volunteer programs should not be run for the exclusive benefit of the volunteer
experience or corporate image. The benefits to volunteering are many, but chief among
them must be moving the needle towards the nonprofit’s mission. With the anticipated
continued increase in popularity of corporate volunteer programs hosted by nonprofits,
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it is essential to improve the status quo to make implicit bias awareness a
centerpiece of thriving, equity-driven, beneficiary-focused corporate volunteer
programming.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Interview Script & Questions

The purpose of this paper is to explore how United States nonprofits can
communicate the harm of implicit bias and share positive behavioral expectations
with corporate volunteers before they engage with under-represented beneficiary
populations. Thank you for making the time to interview!
RQ #

Questions

All

1 Could you please share a quick overview of which programs corporate
volunteers participate in at your organization?

1

2 What criteria do you use to determine whether corporations can engage
with your beneficiaries or not? (Readiness)

1

3 How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there
particular content that you use?

1

4 How do you discuss implicit bias and the serious harm unacknowledged bias
can cause within human interactions with corporate volunteers? For
example, do you offer certain tips or behavioral expectations?

2

5 How do you know that your message was heard and understood? Is there
anything that you look for in particular?

2

6 What strategies do you use to ensure that a sensitive conversation around
implicit bias feels like a positive experience to corporate volunteers that
contributes to an overall positive volunteer activity?

2

7 Are there certain environmental, physical, spatial, or timing
recommendations that you have to help ensure a positive conversation on
implicit bias with corporate volunteers?

2

8 Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why?
(Corporate contact or nonprofit host)
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1

9 Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes
to discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?

Appendix B: Transcribed Interview of Felix Flores, Executive Director, iMentor

INTERVIEWER: Could you please share a quick overview of which programs
corporate volunteers participate in at your organization?
FLORES: Basically, we match a mentor with a student on a one to one basis. We do a
majority of our recruitment through corporate partnerships. We will work with a
corporate partner to share the iMentor opportunity and gauge whether their
employees who might be interested. Then we move into an info session, usually at a
staff meeting, to speak with candidates at the workplace. That will transition into our
space for orientation/training at our office for about 2 hours. After orientation,
employees fill out an application to become a part of the program. Then they move
into a screening process which consists of a 30-45 minute interview. If that works out
well, we will match them with a student.
INTERVIEWER: What criteria do you use to recommend corporations can engage
with your beneficiaries or not?
FLORES: A lot of our screening process takes place at the individual level instead of at
the organizational level. If a company is interested and provides access to the staff, we
don’t screen the company, but the individual employees instead. We have started
having more conversations around whether we want to work with companies that we
think are either in political or social places that we are not in great standing with. If we
feel like they won’t support our mission, we’ve been discussing whether we’d like to
continue that relationship or not. For example, companies like Facebook and Amazon
who have displayed poor data privacy standards or partner with ICE, that feels
contradictory to our mission work. We haven’t said no to any organization yet, but
this is a conversation we’ve picked up, but we may in the next year. We look for the
following criteria among our individual candidates:
1. We look for college graduates because we promise that our students can have
a mentor who can relate around college persistence.
2. We require a three-year commitment. Our students need consistency and
commitment to see impact. Volunteers need to be willing to build
relationships with students over time and not only look for instant
gratification.
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During the screening call, we look for red flags. Only approximately 5-7% of
candidates do not pass. We ask, “what are you interested in getting out of this”?
Examples of red flags include:
• If a volunteer is overly opinionated about what is right/wrong, gate-keeping,
my way or the highway, lack of empathy
• If a volunteer exhibits intimidation or inequitable power dynamics
• If a volunteer shows a lack of cultural competency around race or secual
orientation
INTERVIEWER: How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there particular
content that you use?
FLORES: We require orientation and training sessions before volunteers can engage
with students and these sessions are all about expectation setting. We go over the dos
and don’ts of mentoring, highlighting, emotional availability, confidence building,
financial literacy, and consistency. More than anything, the most valuable part of our
program is to only be there for your student. They can depend on you weekly to be
reaching out and showing up. For example, volunteers need to be able to have the
language to validate students' concerns and support them, saying things like, “it must
be tough what you’re going through, let’s get you in touch with someone who can
help you”. If something intense happens, it’s the volunteers’ responsibility to escalate
to an iMentor staff member.
INTERVIEWER: How do you discuss implicit bias and the serious harm
unacknowledged bias can cause within human interactions with corporate
volunteers? For example, do you offer certain tips or behavioral expectations?
FLORES: During the required orientation, we discuss stereotypes and judgments how
those preconceived notions will be challenged during this volunteer experience; both
positive and negative assumptions. We expect a growth mindset for both students
and mentors. We also host “monthly learning moments” where mentors are
encouraged to attend 20-minute online training as well as in-person/virtual book club
sessions. We partnered with “Perception Institute” to create these training sessions.
These are intended to be quality conversations about implicit bias. We want to
decolonize how we think about certain things. Example topics include:
• Racial identity and what identity looks like
• Racial anxiety
• How we see ourselves and other
• What white dominant culture look like
INTERVIEWER: How do you know that your message was heard and understood? Is
there anything that you look for in particular? Red flags:
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FLORES: Great question! We are still covering ground with this. Primarily, we use
survey-based feedback collections to understand this.
Anecdotally, I think we’re always trying to look at how mentors are responding to our
students. Our Program Managers are fairly well trained to see when mentors are not
being as culturally sensitive or implementing bias in their conversations and to call
them out on that. Program Managers monitor all online conversations using algorithm
searches to see if certain, harmful conversations are taking place as well as scanning
to see how people are talking to each other. Program Managers and volunteers also
have check-ins 3 - 4 times out of the year, either in-person or phone calls. Although,
here we have a challenge with inconsistency. The program management staff tend to
be folks in their 20s in their 1st to 3rd jobs without as much experience. 20somethings may have confidence issues dealing with older mentors. We use feedback
loops to build staff confidence in their ability to have sensitive conversations around
bias. Other folks are very about community activism and perhaps go a little too hard
at times. We also know that there’s implicit bias even within our own staff.
INTERVIEWER: What strategies do you use to ensure that a sensitive conversation
around implicit bias feels like a positive experience to corporate volunteers that
contributes to an overall positive volunteer activity?
FLORES: The Bay Area does a pretty good job of focusing on these conversations (even
if they’re corrective) to make sure that they’re learning moments vs. “why did you do
that to my student?” attitude. If there is a harmful conversation that takes place and
our staff notices, sometimes the student doesn’t even notice. We work hard to
embrace a growth-mindset. No one is perfect or has all of this mastered no matter
how much experience you have. It hasn’t been consistent for every site throughout
the nation. There are definitely certain locations that do not embrace a growthmindset as well and we are trying to face this as an organization.
INTERVIEWER: Are there certain environmental, physical, spatial, or timing
recommendations that you have to help ensure a positive conversation on implicit
bias with corporate volunteers?
FLORES: We have found that most of the volunteer training, orientations, and
activities have to happen outside of business hours. We try to figure out what works
best for our volunteers to get involved. Overall, we have selected 6-8 PM on
weeknights, sometimes Saturday morning, and we make online sessions available
when possible. We also prefer to host these events at school sites if possible. It’s a
place where the students feel comfortable - it’s easy to locate and not intimidating they can already get there - parents are trustworthy of that as well. And because
mentors don’t always live in the communities where they work, they get a more
tangible picture of what students are experiencing to help better relate. This choice
brings a visible picture to what “disinvestment in education” really means.
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INTERVIEWER: Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why? (Corporate
contact or nonprofit host)
FLORES: We have found that hosting has been super helpful to make sure that the
engagement and relationships grow. We get to set the tone and agenda.
INTERVIEWER: Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes to
discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?
FLORES: The most common misconceptions that we experience is when a mentor
wants to join the program with some type of movie moment expectation. We try to
ground this in reality and explain to the applicant that you’re coming in as an outsider
and this could be seen as a threat. Mentoring has a total potential to fix society ills by
connecting people who may not always be connected. Representation matters but
there is benefit from having mentors different than you to expose you to different
things b/c of different lived experiences. This brings a reality vs. a theory to the work
for the mentors. Now you see what fear looks like for real from a young person.
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any final thoughts, ideas, or resources to share that we
haven’t covered so far?
FLORES: Mentoring is hard. It’s a big lift for any organization to jump into. Everyone
enters with a lot of heart space but hasn’t put in the infrastructure to keep it up.
Because iMentor frontloads a lot of the screening and training, that makes it much
easier to discuss implicit bias once you start implementing programs. Although folks
want to be inclusive, the screening is so important. Understand that for corporate
partners, this is a feel-good moment that they want to put on their annual report - it’s
not a main priority for them. Nonprofits have to be agile in how they recruit and talk
to different corporate partners. Some will want to do it for different reasons:
employee leadership, community partnerships, DEI, talent/pipeline down the line, etc.
Understanding where companies are coming from helps you to understand where
bias comes from - the pitch isn’t the same to every company. Adjust my management
style to fit the company to get the most recruits and the least harmful people to
maximize impact. If you don’t know who you’re talking to and what they care about,
you aren’t customizing to recruit and you aren’t going to get too far with it. Tailor it!
When we pair a mentor/mentee together, we try to objectify the conversation around
college experiences and post-secondary decision-making so that the first conversation
doesn’t rely solely on “what are you into” and “what do you like”?
1. A lot of mentoring organizations expect immediate connections due to shared
experiences. Since we don’t always have that, how can we ensure that they
connect? The college decision-making process is something people can
connect around.
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2. Using Intro curriculum -- they don’t have to come up with conversation topics
b/c there are prompts
a.
Mingling - 30 minutes | Activity - 1 hour (everyone is doing it but in small
groups/paris, ex: fun problem solving, card house, dedicated applications time |
Mentors stay for a training/huddle/networking/follow-up - 30 minutes

Appendix C: Transcribed Interview of Jessica Chang Greenman, Philanthropy Officer,
OnLok, Inc.

INTERVIEWER: Could you please share a quick overview of which programs
corporate volunteers participate in at your organization?
CHANG GREENMAN: Currently, the program is still relatively new. I took it on to revive
it about a year ago. The idea is to make sure that the corporate volunteers are as
much a part of our family as we are a part of theirs. My goal is that this one
engagement is not the last one. There are a variety of different engagements that
they can choose from based on logistical factors:
1. Time frame
2. What they’re comfortable with (Ex: engaging with seniors or
operational/admin service)
If they choose to interact, they can sit down 1:1 to read/chat/puzzles/art or do a
whole group activity to play a table game altogether, movement exercises, or do team
arts and crafts. We have multiple centers, and some have more opportunities than
others. Some also offer gardening or serving lunch. On the operations side, they could
come to pack up care packages for seniors, prepare marketing packets, address TY
letters to supporters/donors. We are also open to the corporation’s ideas as well as
long as it’s alongside the parameters of each center. I work with the directors to
design each engagement.
INTERVIEWER: What criteria do you use to recommend whether corporations can
engage with your beneficiaries or not?
CHANG GREENMAN: No, we do not use criteria to decide whether corporations can
engage with our beneficiaries. We are very open. I have made it a point to never know
where our next connection comes from. Some of the best connections come from the
least expected sources. Donations are not required to volunteer, but we always make
an ask. We welcome volunteers with open arms to cultivate stronger financial
relationships down the road. Planning a volunteer event takes a ton of time and
logistics on the backend. Even still, we do not require a donation because we don’t
want to turn away any volunteers since we are so in need of them. Quite often, the
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implicit bias is against the corporation internal from the nonprofit employees
themselves when no one has heard of the corporation. Wealth comes in many forms.
INTERVIEWER: How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there particular
content that you use?
CHANG GREENMAN: The first thing is during the planning stage. I prep them for
expectations. I tailor my messaging depending on the activities that they’re doing and
for which location they are at. For example, many seniors may be shy, try to be at
their eye-level, many have physical differences and being at their level can make the
interactions more meaningful, just b/c we’re working with a vulnerable population
please still treat them like humans, they are not made of porcelain. At the beginning
of the event, I do a brief overview of who we are and what to expect. We do not want
to make the interaction transactional. Volunteers are not cattle for us to herd in and
herd out. Volunteers are here to learn about us and grow. (10-30 minutes). Often, I
start with an ice breaker, especially if the group is quiet/shy. This way, I get a sense of
who is in the room and learn what they do and what they’d like to get out of the
experience. Sometimes the volunteers do not always know each other. I try to weave
in conversations about finances through this process. Ex: Do they have a foundation?
Do they match volunteer hours? Usually, I show a brief video to illustrate our
programs and clients. Only if they ask for it, I will email this information to the point of
contact ahead of time. Sometimes it’s nice if they show up without our information
ahead of time so that they don’t have any preconceived knowledge. We don’t want
them to have information overload. They don’t want more things to read - they just
want to be there and have human interaction. They want to learn about you from you
and then witness it to paint a picture and form an opinion.
INTERVIEWER: How do you discuss implicit bias and the serious harm
unacknowledged bias can cause within human interactions with corporate
volunteers? For example, do you offer certain tips or behavioral expectations?
CHANG GREENMAN: I created my own way to communicate this based on my
experiences at OnLok. For us, it’s about introducing who we are to the community
volunteers. I have passed this narrative on to my colleagues, but it’s in an informal
way. My script I wrote is continuously being tweaked. I am the only one in this role, so
I create the plan. One of our goals is to put this into a real strategy and procedural
system or manual so that there is a succession plan in place and so that it can be
replicated and scaled for the benefit of OnLok. The training will be standardized
enough so that I don’t have to be everywhere at once. We could train multiple people
to be able to represent and lead corporate volunteers. Volunteer coordinators need to
have the enthusiasm and confidence to carry this out properly. New volunteers are
usually a blank slate and you have a huge opportunity to form their opinions and
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behaviors. We are in an industry that all of us will likely need at some point in our
lives- but for the majority of us, we don’t think about it unless we are faced with it
personally. A lot of our volunteers are 30s/40s who either don’t know or are starting
to become caregivers.
INTERVIEWER: How do you know that your message was heard and understood? Is
there anything that you look for in particular? Red flags:
CHANG GREENMAN: One of the things that I do is read the room. As we are doing the
introductions, I sit amongst the volunteers and try to connect with them. This is why
the introduction takes such a disparate amount of time. If they have more to learn, it
takes up to 30/45 minutes. If they come more prepared, it can be as short as 10
minutes. I will stop periodically every 2-minutes or so to ask for questions or ask the
crowd to share how it relates to their lives. I look for facial expressions for when the
light turns on. Anything I can do to make it personal and relevant to the volunteers.
Ex: raise your hand if you know anyone older than 55 years old. Ex: what is your gut
reaction when I say the word “seniors” what is your immediate reaction? What
images/words come up. It’s fascinating! Usually you get some negative/positive
comments: fragile, vulnerable, stuck in their ways VS. respected, wisdom. It almost
splits down cultural/philosophical lines. I pay attention to framing. If they share a
negative word, how do they preface it? Different groups join us with different
motivations. Some are looking for a transformational experience and some are
looking for transactional experience. Some want to change their employees; some
want to just get it done. For those who want to just get it done, they often do the
operational option so that they can multitask to talk about business or do teambuilders while completing the packets. Some companies require all new employees to
volunteer as a part of their on-boarding.
INTERVIEWER: What strategies do you use to ensure that a sensitive conversation
around implicit bias feels like a positive experience to corporate volunteers that
contributes to an overall positive volunteer activity?
CHANG GREENMAN: Typically, it goes back to how you communicate out. A message
can be communicated out in different ways. The way you say them really matters.
Tone, nuance, body language is so important to communicate differently. Since I am
the only one to do this work so far, I try to relate to the volunteers personally. I have
no problem using myself as an example to try to elaborate on what I’m trying to get
across. Ex: I remember when my grandmother was at the end of her life etc… Make
my experiences relate to theirs. Don’t lecture the volunteers. They are here to donate
their time. This is the one thing that is worth the same amount to all of us. It’s one
constant. It’s equal if you think about it. In fact, for many of the corporate groups, the
employees get paid time off. Therefore, I want to be humble and grateful that they
chose to volunteer with us. Again, personalizing it and communicating information
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with as much positivity as possible. The messaging that I have written down - I’ve
heard it come out differently depending on who says it. Personal style really matters.
Not all nonprofit employees have the skills and readiness to convey - this takes
training too!
INTERVIEWER: Are there certain environmental, physical, spatial, or timing
recommendations that you have to help ensure a positive conversation on implicit
bias with corporate volunteers?
CHANG GREENMAN: For us, it depends on which center it is. What I typically try to do
is always have them in a separate room, especially since I show videos. I almost
always use a nearby conference room. People start by signing in and then store their
belongings. Experience helps! You realize what you need to plan for from past
mishaps. Anticipation is huge. Closed environment is what I suggest. If all conference
rooms are already booked or if it’s a last-minute group, I may have to wing it and do
the training in the middle of the activity center. This does not work as well because
there is too much background noise. Being in a closed room allows the icebreakers to
work more effectively because people feel like they can be more candid and open.
Especially if they have questions! Often these are wonderful and insightful questions.
This can be a huge part of the team bonding that many volunteer groups are looking
for.
INTERVIEWER: Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why? (Corporate
contact or nonprofit host)
CHANG GREENMAN: From the nonprofit side, I think that the conversation needs to
happen from the nonprofit perspective. You need the facilitator to be comfortable
with the topic and be able to speak about it in a relaxed and unassuming way. It’s not
something that everyone is going to be comfortable with. The facilitator can help calm
volunteers’ biases/misconceptions/stereotypes. If the corporation has someone who
is trained to facilitate implicit bias training, this could absolutely happen between the
leader and the volunteers. Ideally, the corporation could have this training before
coming out to volunteer almost like an intervention. The conversation needs to start
from the very beginning before an event is even planned to be sure that volunteers do
not hold TOO strong of negative biases about the beneficiary populations. I have
never had a corporate volunteer group pre-emptively mention a concern around
implicit bias training. I don’t think corporate philanthropy/volunteer engagements are
quite there yet. Right now, it’s more a trend that companies are picking up as a part of
their internal responsibility, but it hasn’t yet come down to volunteer engagements.
Corporate philanthropy is more born out of necessity right now - our competitors are
doing it, so we have to do it too. Sometimes it’s more altruistic, but not often. Larger
groups do have a strategy, but more often than not, people decide to give back to the
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community but they’re very new to it. The biggest contributor is that employees are
asking their employers for it. “HR has told us that people really want this. The up and
coming workforce generations are asking to work for companies that they feel are
benefiting society.” They want to contribute to society from their skill-sets.
INTERVIEWER: Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes to
discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?
CHANG GREENMAN: Nonprofits need to be really proactive. On one hand, the
corporation doesn’t know what to expect. It would be foolish of the nonprofit to think
that the corporation knows what to expect. Just because corporations have money, it
doesn’t mean that they have the resources or skill-sets to be successful volunteers. I
put the onus on the nonprofit to be able to communicate out. Usually because
nonprofit are strapped for all kinds of nonprofits, we are looking for instant Return On
Investment from volunteer engagements. However, there has to be a clear discussion
about HOW you will communicate with the corporation. You’d rather realize that it’s
not a good fit early on than have a group show up, act uncomfortable / inappropriate.
Starting the conversation from the beginning is so important. Even though the
majority of companies have never heard of us, when I get to know them, I ask a series
of questions to subconsciously feed them information about what to expect from the
seniors to gauge if they can handle it subtly. We have some centers that are
predominantly speaking non-English - will volunteers be comfortable with that? How
will we overcome that? It’s the fear of the unknown. It’s not people having a
prejudice, it’s b/c they have never come to encounter that before. It’s about the
volunteers educating me on where they are so that I can meet them where they are to
educate them as well. Try to plan a few steps ahead about what you think you might
need to communicate. Do some research on the group that’s coming in. Usually, many
of them love to post their volunteer photos on social media. Get a sense of how they
talk about their volunteer engagements and what their culture might be. The sheer
fact that they’re reaching out to you to want to volunteer with you says something.
Research: Do they have CSR philosophy?, Sponsorships?, In-kind gifts?, ERGs?,
Matching volunteer hours? Be open-minded!
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any final thoughts, ideas, or resources to share that we
haven’t covered so far?
CHANGMAN GREEN: I’d be fascinated to see what corporations say by segment: oldies
vs. newbies, largies vs. smallies: How many people do it just to look good? One of the
first questions they ask: do you charge? CBS Interactive: how do you feel about being
charged to volunteer as a corporation? (B/c our stance is that it’s optional when
they’re already donating their time). We are reaching out b/c we want to do good in
the community. This could be an opportunity for our employees to find a newfound
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passion. At the end of the day, we are here to better humankind in some way.
Regardless of what their ultimate goal is, there may be a lot of self-interest in it, at
least the corporation willing to reach out and give back. Treat them how you would
want to be treated if you were in their shoes. Engage them. Nonprofits can be
surprised when their volunteer retention/satisfaction rate is so low - search inward it’s often that you aren’t setting up expectations successfully. Keep funding separate
from programs/services.

Appendix D: Transcribed Interview of Joey Guerin, Director of Community and Volunteer
Relations, Hands On Bay Area

INTERVIEWER: Could you please share a quick overview of which programs
corporate volunteers participate in at your organization?
GUERIN: Every time we engage with a new corporate partner, we start by
intentionally learning from them about what their strategic objectives are within their
employee engagement. Through that, we are able to find the right agencies to create
the opportunity they’re looking for that also meets a real community need. In this
way, we are able to find alignment. This ensures a good experience Goal - inspire
them to stay involved and continue.
INTERVIEWER: What criteria do you use to recommend whether corporations can
engage with your beneficiaries or not?
GUERIN: We will not work with a company whose product causes death or
destruction. For example, no cigarette companies or weapons.
We want to support a company’s ability to find the right way to give back despite
complicated political systems.
INTERVIEWER: How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there particular
content that you use?
GUERIN: At the beginning of each project, we share expectations for interacting with
beneficiaries and make sure to highlight sensitivities. Right now, we are working on
standardizing this because the conversation is not yet consistent. Only recently did we
determine this to be a priority for us. The way that we currently communicate these
expectations is through a mindfulness practice. We ask everyone to center themselves
to acknowledge and respect the space that they are in. For instance, there is usually a
land acknowledgement. Again, although this is done, it is inconsistent across
experiences. We don’t want to be the ones to define the cultural appropriateness.
Often, we invite the agency partner to offer their insight and set the expectations. The
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HOBA project leader that’s there will invite the agency to talk about the mission of the
organization. Kind of open-ended.
INTERVIEWER: How do you discuss implicit bias and the serious harm
unacknowledged bias can cause within human interactions with corporate
volunteers? For example, do you offer certain tips or behavioral expectations?
GUERIN: We don’t address that head-on. If the company comes to us and says that
they want to dive deep into implicit bias awareness, then we will go there. Although,
this is a facilitation skill that our staff doesn’t all have. We prepare our staff to have
conversations about this if it comes up. We react because we are not yet proactive
about it.
INTERVIEWER: How do you know that your message was heard and understood? Is
there anything that you look for in particular?
GUERIN: We are trying to develop tools for this right now. Again, we have reactively
handled situations as they come up. For example, a volunteer group was helping out
at a black-owned urban farm that celebrated african heritage. One of the volunteers
said that the colors of the trellis match our logo. This offended the agency rep who
ended up handling it themselves without our intervention, but this is a good
illustration of the types of offensive comments or microaggressions that could come
up when a volunteer doesn’t have the cultural competence to engage others with an
open mind and without harm.
INTERVIEWER: What strategies do you use to ensure that a sensitive conversation
around implicit bias feels like a positive experience to corporate volunteers that
contributes to an overall positive volunteer activity?
GUERIN: We also encourage our employees to offer these conversations to the side
one on one and not in front of a larger group.
INTERVIEWER: Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why?
GUERIN: The person whose space we are beautifying - that is the best person to
facilitate a conversation with corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit
bias. Since it is their space, they should be empowered to set the expectations. This
will also make the volunteers feel more comfortable in the space when expectations
are clear and up front. Additionally, I’ll share that the first point of contact with the
corporate partners is the “account manager” who has sales-person responsibilities.
They amplify the community's needs. Fit is really important to us. The account
manager will point to where the real need is, “although this idea is a great need, could
we do X instead.” For instance, some people want to do 6 hours with 60 people in a
homeless shelter. Corporate partners don’t realize that this means displacing people.
A true facilitated implicit bias is something that people go to school for. We don’t
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have anybody on our staff to be able to facilitate that conversation, but they at least
have resources available to turn to if something comes up.
INTERVIEWER: Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes to
discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?
GUERIN: A part of the value that HOBA brings to the table is that we work very hard to
not be perceived as a vendor for the corporate partner but rather a thought partner.
Their strategic objects for CSR often are things that are not an actual need in the
community. We have to morph peoples’ initial ideas for what they want to do into
what their partners are telling us that they need. Sometimes, this is not possible. If
they say no, we still try to find a fit: we go to the agency partner to see if it could be a
fit and make sure that HOBA staff expend the resources instead of the agency
partner.
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any final thoughts, ideas, or resources to share that we
haven’t covered so far?
GUERIN: Our organization is heavily staffed by white employees. We work hard to
acknowledge this and it’s not our place to do equity-squatting. Something with the
right experience and background needs to be the person to lead the training - you
need a ton of training. Therefore, we focus on “centering” people in the experience. I
would recommend reading Clark Weatherspoon from the urban school

Appendix E: Transcribed Interview of Lisa Joyslin, Inclusive Volunteerism Program
Manager, Minnesota Association for Volunteer Administration

INTERVIEWER: Could you please share a quick overview of which programs
corporate volunteers participate in at your organization?
JOYSLIN: We are a member organization working to support our network to manage
their volunteers effectively. We recognized that volunteers do not reflect the
communities they serve, and asked ourselves what could we do about it? We are a
professional organization for volunteer engagement Leaders in Minnesota. We run
working groups, networking, professional development, training, advocacy, and
research. For example, some of our training include, “trends in short-term
volunteerism” and “engaging baby boomers as volunteers”. We are researching ways
to better engage communities of color as volunteers as well as advocating for racial
equity in volunteerism. We do not actually engage corporate volunteers here at
MAVA, but we support many organizations who do, and my background is in engaging
corporate volunteers.
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INTERVIEWER: What criteria do you use to recommend whether corporations can
engage with your beneficiaries or not?
JOYSLIN: It depends on who the beneficiaries are. One of the things that we’re finding
really needs to happen to reduce the harm that volunteers can cause when they come
into a new environment is basic education around privilege, racial bias, racial equity,
microaggressions, and unconscious bias. Depending on the company because some
are already doing this type of work. If diversity, equity, and inclusion are not already a
central part of the company’s values, it’s important to give context on the history of
the neighborhood to build awareness and empathy.
INTERVIEWER: How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there particular
content that you use?
JOYSLIN: It’s hard with corporate volunteers b/c so often it’s a one and done type
activity. We are seeing more volunteers engaging through their companies in longer
term relationships with nonprofits. Nonprofits are always thinking, “what is the
Return on Investment? Do you want to train 100 people if they only donate 4 hours?”
I think that this is why painting and planting is so common - so that corporations don’t
have to interact with clients. When they are engaging with clients, you need to really
understand the neighborhood and their own privilege and how that affects the way
that they approach the work that they’re doing and their outlook on life. It depends
on the company and their own commitment to DEI. Ideally, the company would
already be offering training on these topics and requiring them of leadership and
management. If they aren’t, you need to assess where people are at: How diverse is
the company? Do they value diversity? Do they have an inclusive culture? Are they
accustomed to having difficult or sensitive conversations? There are a lot of resources
out there ---- look for local consultants who can offer training. It’s always going to be a
better experience when there is a trainer in the room to be able to interact with.
Trainers can focus on the organization’s culture to address some of those pieces.
OUTSIDE.
• Ask what the company is already doing - totally legitimate
• A nonprofit could not require this of corporate groups. Hindering relationships.
Engaging corporate groups is required for donations. There’s a lot of pressure
to engage these groups.
• We require this type of training for our volunteers. If you haven’t don’t
it already, we can incorporate it into the orientation, but we will need
an extra half hour at the beginning.
You can encourage people to do their own homework. Providing a list of articles and
books that people can read. Advocating that people spend some of their professional
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time on DEI. There’s a lot that you can get from reading articles. Ex: reading circle,
book club.
INTERVIEWER: How do you know that your message was heard and understood? Is
there anything that you look for in particular? Red flags:
JOYSLIN: This tends to be more on the individual level. You don’t have the benefit to
be able to interview people on the individual level. The way that they treat the
experience is telling.
Attitude A: We need this, demanding, lack of flexibility
Attitude B: We want to be helpful
INTERVIEWER: What strategies do you use to ensure that a sensitive conversation
around implicit bias feels like a positive experience to corporate volunteers that
contributes to an overall positive volunteer activity?
JOYSLIN: It’s a complicated relationship. The company will contact the volunteer
manager but the VM isn’t necessarily the one who feels obligated to engage them.
The VM may go to their boss or the dev department - I don’t have anything that would
be a good fit …. But then they HAVE to engage b/c of the opportunity for donations
down the road. Even volunteer requests will come through the development
department. In that sense, the VM may not have a choice to say Y or N… I think that
the best way to approach these types of conversations is being honest and giving
information on how it affects the clients. People are most receptive when you explain
the situation (ex: people of color experiencing poverty and we recognize that that is a
different lived experience than volunteers). People have good intentions but may be
unable to relate to the beneficiaries. To make sure it’s a good experience for BOTH
parties, we require bias training. Explaining why: If they don’t understand that then
that’s a huge red flag!
• Positive framing
• Setting people up for success
INTERVIEWER: Are there certain environmental, physical, spatial, or timing
recommendations that you have to help ensure a positive conversation on implicit
bias with corporate volunteers?
JOYSLIN: The best possible scenario would be for the corporate leader to visit the
nonprofit in person to learn about their work. This lends another level of
understanding but rarely happens due to time constraints.
INTERVIEWER: Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why? (Corporate
contact or nonprofit host)
JOYSLIN: Outside consultant.
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INTERVIEWER: Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes to
discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?
JOYSLIN: The biggest thing that could be a stumbling block or a barrier in general is the
communication down to the volunteers. How to ensure that the point person sends
the information down to all of the volunteers. People have different understanding of
expectations which can lead to problems. Ensure that there is a way that the
information gets down to everyone. For example, I usually draft an email to give to
the corporate point of contact and ask them to please send it to all of the individuals
volunteering. The email blurb includes a brief history of the neighborhood in which we
are working, and here are some helpful articles to read and prepare yourself for the
experience.
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any final thoughts, ideas, or resources to share that we
haven’t covered so far?
JOYSLIN: Corporate groups are one facet of volunteerism that has its own oddities some great things and some difficult things. How racial equity can be embedded in
these interactions.

Appendix F: Transcribed Interview of Soo Kim, Manager of Corporate and Volunteer
Engagement, Swords to Plowshares

INTERVIEWER: Could you please share a quick overview of which programs
corporate volunteers participate in at your organization?
KIM: We are very nimble and flexible about corporate partnerships. We try to meet
where they are. We don’t have a set program that is scheduled on our calendar.
Instead, we customize all experiences for corporate volunteers. When they come to
us, we find the project that will accommodate the number of volunteers that they
have available as well as the type of work that they’d like to do and the funding
available. We try to get them to fund the projects, but sometimes we have to cough
up the money. Often this is in-kind. There isn’t a set formula.
Robust corporate engagement is new - about 1.5 years old.
• One of the popular engagements with clients, they work with one of our eight
housing sites to cook and serve breakfast for the residents.
• We also do a lot of light beautification and small building projects that nonskilled volunteers can do. Ex: painting stairways, building cabinets.
• Assembling hygiene kits to distribute to people living outdoors. Can be done
remotely.
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We have multiple events throughout the year, and we need people to help
with registration, serving, ushering, ex: holiday events for clients.
INTERVIEWER: What criteria do you use to recommend whether corporations can
engage with your beneficiaries or not? (Readiness)
KIM: There aren't a lot of criteria per say, but we do educate corporate volunteers
about the type of clients that they will be serving. Ex: clients could be facing addiction
or transitioning out of the criminal justice system. This information is given to the
company representative. Then, when they come to our sites, they do a kickoff huddle.
Usually it’s 10 minutes and we share the history and how they will make an impact.
They do not work on the programmatic level at all. They only engage with clients with
one-time clients serving. Ex: No ongoing volunteers. Only groups and teams.
INTERVIEWER: How do you prepare your corporate partners to volunteer with your
programming? Are there certain expectations that you set or is there particular
content that you use?
KIM: We don’t really do this. We require every volunteer to sign a waiver form. This
talks a little bit about expectations. I don’t know if everybody reads it though. There
has never been a reason to share expectations because it has always gone smoothly.
INTERVIEWER: How do you discuss implicit bias and the serious harm
unacknowledged bias can cause within human interactions with corporate
volunteers? For example, do you offer certain tips or behavioral expectations?
KIM: We do not do this.
INTERVIEWER: Who do you think the best person is to facilitate a conversation with
corporate volunteers on sensitive topics like implicit bias and why? (Corporate
contact or nonprofit host)
KIM: The Corporate representative. This is often an HR person or an ERG lead. We
educate the corporate lead about who are beneficiaries are then they disseminate the
information to the corporate volunteers as they see fit. Twice a year, I host a
networking event for these people. During these mixers, we deepen relationships to
increase involvement and better understand the programming and client base. There
is a lot of planning that happens before I bring anyone on board to serve. By the time
we are volunteering, it goes really smoothly.
INTERVIEWER: Have you noticed any patterns in communication breakdowns with
corporate partners that you would be able to warn me about when it comes to
discussing implicit bias and behavioral expectations?
KIM: Once I’ve initiated a conversation about a volunteer opportunity, sometimes this
person transitions out into a different role. There are eager young people who want
to put something together, but these types of people also switch jobs at high rates often without a transition plan. We created a questionnaire to be sure that there is
more than one point of contact.
•
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Appendix G: Survey Questions

Discussing Implicit Bias with Corporate Volunteers
Thank you for taking this survey! (5 questions & 5-minute maximum)
You are contributing to research for a Master of Nonprofit Administration student at
the University of San Francisco. The purpose of this research is to explore how U.S.
nonprofits can communicate the harm of implicit bias and share positive behavioral
expectations with corporate volunteers before they engage with under-represented
beneficiaries.
Purpose

Question

Demogr. 1) Which job title best
describes your role?

Answer Options
•
•
•
•
•

Demogr. 2) With which gender do
you self-identify (if any)?

•
•
•
•

Demogr. 3) With which demographic
group do you self-identify
(if any)?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source

Nonprofit Volunteer
Coordinator
Development Staff
Member
Educator
Nonprofit Leadership
Other

n/a

Prefer not to say / Not
applicable
Nonbinary / Other
Female
Male

n/a

Prefer not to say / Other
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian or East Asian
Black or African
American
Filipino
Indigenous Peoples of
the Americas
Latinx
Middle Eastern
Native Hawaiian

n/a
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•
•
•

RQ2

4) Please rate the degree to
which you agree with the
following statements:
1 - Strongly disagree
2 - somewhat disagree
3 - Neither agree nor
disagree
4 - Somewhat agree
5 - Strongly agree

Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
White

A) It is essential to discuss
implicit bias and behavioral
expectations with corporate
volunteers before they engage
with nonprofit beneficiaries.

Greenman

B) I have the tools and skills
necessary to talk about implicit
bias with corporate volunteers.

n/a

C) I need to have a close
relationship with the corporate
volunteer group before I can
successfully discuss the harm of
implicit bias.

Kim

D) It is effective to discuss
Greenman
implicit bias and behavioral
expectations with corporate
volunteers immediately before a
volunteer event.
E) I think that it is effective to
communicate the harm of
implicit bias and behavioral
expectations with corporate
volunteers remotely through an
email, webinar, or conference
call.

Joyslin

F) At my nonprofit, it is feasible
to dedicate a separate time to
discuss implicit bias and
behavioral expectations with
corporate volunteers before a
volunteer event with under-

Flores
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represented beneficiary
populations.

RQ1

5) Please rate the
importance of the following
elements in facilitating
conversations with
corporate volunteers
around implicit bias and
behavioral expectations,

G) It is possible to effectively
communicate the harm of
implicit bias and share
behavioral expectations with
corporate volunteers even if I
am meeting them for the first
time.

Guerin

H) It is more effective for a
nonprofit host to train
corporate volunteers on implicit
bias and behavioral
expectations rather than a
corporate volunteer recruiter or
leader.

Flores

I) It is more effective for a
corporate volunteer recruiter or
leader to train corporate
volunteers on implicit bias and
behavioral expectations rather
than a nonprofit host.

Kim

J) By discussing implicit bias and
behavioral expectations with
corporate volunteers, I am
building stronger relationships
with the partner.

Guerin

1 - Not at all important | 2 - Slightly
important | 3 - Somewhat important | 4 Extremely important
#1 Icebreakers
#2 Opportunities to share
personal experiences

Greenman
Flores
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particularly, as they
#3 Practice scenarios
contribute to a positive
experience that strengthens #4 Videos
relationships:
#5 Facilitator experience

Guerin
Greenman
Flores

#6 Physical movement

Guerin

#7 Written literature (ex:
training packets)

Joyslin

#8 Reading articles or excerpts
by experts

Joyslin

Thank you so much for participating! Any questions? Please don’t hesitate to reach
out: lesmith5@dons.usfca.edu.

Appendix H: Survey Recipients

#

Nonprofit

First Name Last Name

Role

State

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

Berkeley Public
2 Education Fund

Duffy

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

3 Big Brother Big Sisters

Devin

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

AZ

4 Big Brothers Big Sisters

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

AZ

5 Big Brothers Big Sisters

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

6 Big Brothers Big Sisters

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

Brooke

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

WA

1 Adopt a School DC

7 Big Brothers Big Sisters

DC
CA
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Melissa

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

AZ

Rose

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

WA

10 Big Brothers Big Sisters

Tracy

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CO

11 Big Little Colorado

Danielle

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CO

12

Atziry

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

13 College Track

Marshall

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Courtney

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

TX

Amy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Debrah

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Removed
for Privacy

Development
Staff Member

CA

18 For a Day Foundation

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

19 Girl Scouts

Hayley

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

20 Hands on Atlanta

Caroline

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

GA

21 Hands on Atlanta

Lindsey

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

GA

Ambrosia

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

Joey

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

8 Big Brothers Big Sisters
9 Big Brothers Big Sisters

College Track

Denton Independent
14 School District
East Bay Community
15 Foundation
East Bay Community
16 Foundation

17 Family Support Services Kelly

22 Hands on Bay Area
23 Hands on Bay Area

CA
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Hidden Genius Project
Brandon

Removed
for Privacy

Development
Staff Member

Felix

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

Seminational

26 Kapor Center

Doli

Removed
for Privacy

Development
Staff Member

CA

27 Kapor Center

Tiffany

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

28 Mission Generation

Carlos

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

29 Mission Generation

Stacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

OK

30 Napa Learns

Susie

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

31 New York Cares

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

NY

32 Next Jump

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

International

Sanam

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Oakland Literacy
34 Coalition

Cassie

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Oakland Public
35 Education Fund

Eric

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

CA

Oakland Public
36 Education Fund

Lamont

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

Oakland Public
37 Education Fund

Hong

Removed
for Privacy

Development
Staff Member

CA

Bridget

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Sam

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

CA

24
25 iMentor

Oakland Literacy
33 Coalition

Oakland Public
38 Education Fund
Oakland Unified School
39 District
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Oakland Unified School
40 District

Tayla

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

CA

41 OnLok

Jessica

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

Palo Alto Partners in
42 Education

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

43 Partners in Education

Ingrid

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

SemiNational

44 Partners in Education

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

Seminational

45 Playworks

Shantrell

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

Diane

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

47 Points of Light

Jenny

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

48 Points of Light

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

Removed
49 Project Healthy Schools for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

MI

50 Reading Partners

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

Riverside Unified School Removed
51 District
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

CA

San Francisco Education
52 Fund
Ellen

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

San Francisco Education
53 Fund
Michelle

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

San Francisco Education
54 Fund
Noah

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

San Francisco Education
55 Fund
Tom

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

46 Points of Light

Andrea

CA
CA

CA
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San Francisco Education
56 Fund
Jenny

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

57 Super Stars Literacy

Evan

Removed
for Privacy

Development
Staff Member

CA

58 Super Stars Literacy

Katie

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

CA

59 Swords to Plowshares

Soo

Removed
for Privacy

Volunteer
Coordinator

CA

60 Together We Rise

Removed
for Privacy

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

61 United Way Foundation Kelly

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

62 United Way Foundation Lori

Removed
for Privacy

Nonprofit
Leadership

National

Minnesota Association
for Volunteer
63 Administration

Removed
for Privacy

Educator

MN

Lisa

Appendix I: Survey Demographic Responses

1. Which job title best
ID describes your role?
Other:

2. With which
3. With which
gender do you self- demographic group do
identify (if any)?
you self-identify?

1 Development Staff

Prefer Not to Say

Prefer Not to Say

2 Educator

Male

Two or More Races

3 Volunteer Coordinator

Female

White

4 Volunteer Coordinator

Female

White

5 Volunteer Coordinator

Male

White

Male

White

Female

White

6 Other
7 Development Staff

Warehouse
Manager
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8 Other

Associate of
Corporate
Relations

Male

Two or More Races

9 Development Staff

Female

White

10 Volunteer Coordinator

Female

White

11 Nonprofit Leadership

Nonbinary

Filipino

12 Development Staff

Female

White

13 Educator

Male

White

14 Volunteer Coordinator

Male

African American

15 Volunteer Coordinator

Female

Asian

16 Volunteer Coordinator

Male

White

17 Development Staff

Female

White

18 Nonprofit Leadership

Female

White

19 Volunteer Coordinator

Prefer Not to Say

Latinx

20 Nonprofit Leadership

Female

White

21 Volunteer Coordinator

Female

White

22 Nonprofit Leadership

Male

Two or More Races

23 Development Staff

Male

White

24 Nonprofit Leadership

Female

Asian

25 Development Staff

Female

Two or More Races

26 Nonprofit Leadership

Female

White

27 Nonprofit Leadership

Nonbinary

White

28 Development Staff

Female

Latinx

29 Educator

Female

Latinx

30 Volunteer Coordinator

Male

White

Female

African American

Male

Asian

31 Other
32 Volunteer Coordinator

Community
Engagement
Manager
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Language
Literacy
Training

33 Other
34 Nonprofit Leadership

Male

Two or More Races

Female

middle eastern

Appendix J: Survey Likert Responses to Statement and Elements

KEY: 1 2 3 4 5 No response

ID A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

1

4

3

3

5

3

4

4

5

3

4

3

3

2

2

4

3

3

4

2

4

2

4

1

3

1

1

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

3

5

2

2

4

3

3

5

3

3

5

3

4

4

3

4

4

2

2

4

3

5

5

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

3

3

2

1

4

3

1

1

5

5

4

1

5

4

4

5

5

1

5

4

3

4

2

4

3

2

3

6

5

2

4

4

2

2

4

4

2

5

3

5

2

4

5

3

2

1

7

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

3

5

5

4

2

2

4

5

3

3

8

4

4

3

2

4

2

3

3

2

3

4

4

3

2

4

3

2

2

9

4

4

4

2

2

4

3

5

2

4

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

10

5

3

4

4

2

2

4

4

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

11

5

3

3

4

2

3

3

4

5

5

3

4

2

2

4

2

4

5

12

5

4

5

1

1

2

2

5

2

4

4

4

4

3

5

3

3

4

13

4

3

4

3

3

3

4

3

5

4

3

4

2

4

4

4

4

3

14

5

1

3

1

2

1

4

4

2

5

4

5

4

3

5

4

3

3

15

5

4

2

3

2

3

4

3

1

5

4

3

4

3

3

2

4

4

16

5

2

2

3

4

2

5

3

3

5

3

4

4

4

5

4

3

3

17

5

5

1

4

3

3

4

3

3

4

2

4

3

1

4

3

2

2

18

5

3

4

2

1

3

4

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

5

3

5

5
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19

5

2

1

5

2

5

4

3

3

5

4

3

3

2

4

3

1

1

20

5

4

3

4

4

2

4

5

3

5

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

21

3

2

4

3

2

5

2

2

5

4

5

5

2

3

4

4

4

4

22

4

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

4

3

3

3

23

4

2

4

4

5

4

4

4

3

4

5

5

4

4

4

3

2

2

24

3

3

4

4

4

2

4

4

3

5

5

5

4

4

2

2

2

25

5

4

2

4

4

4

4

3

3

5

5

4

4

4

5

3

3

4

26

5

2

3

2

2

2

4

4

3

5

4

4

5

3

4

3

3

4

27

4

2

2

3

4

2

4

3

3

5

3

4

5

4

4

3

3

3

28

4

4

5

5

3

2

5

5

3

4

4

4

3

4

5

5

3

3

29

4

4

1

4

2

4

4

4

2

5

2

2

1

1

4

2

1

1

30

5

4

1

5

2

4

5

5

1

5

4

5

5

3

4

3

3

3

31

4

4

2

3

3

3

5

4

3

4

3

5

4

5

4

4

5

32

4

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

33

5

4

4

2

3

3

3

4

2

5

4

4

3

2

5

4

2

1

34

4

3

3

5

3

4

4

5

3

4

3

3

2

2

4

3

3

4

82
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